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Abstract 
 
 This research builds upon existing studies in that it investigates the possibility of 

expanding the mathematical and theoretical models of FPSB auctions, along with a 

slightly altered versions of this auction format, into a linear program in order to solve it 

with numerical techniques.  The output generated from the linear optimization model 

suggests that the auction mechanisms being used today for the sale of multiple objects 

with complementarities may well be inefficient in maximizing seller’s revenue.  The 

results further establish a basis for comparison of equilibrium surplus from the seller’s 

perspective in the case of an auction with two complementary objects. Moreover, the 

analytical and numerical results herein serve as a building block for future research 

examining different mechanism designs that will maximize seller revenue in a given 

auction.  
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1. Introduction 

 The field of Auction Theory is a subset of Game Theory within the larger field of 

Economics.  It has been argued that Auction Theory is one of the most successful areas of 

application of economic theory to real-world practices (Alexandrova, 2009). This is most 

likely due to the fact that auction markets move billions of dollars in goods and services 

each day, thus creating a large incentive for this theoretical discipline to move forward at 

a rapid pace.   

 Auction Theory, often referred to as “mechanism design,” is best described as the 

analysis of auctions as games of incomplete information (Vickrey 1961).  More 

specifically, the study specifically deals with how people act in auction markets by 

delving into the game-theoretic properties of such markets.  Due to the fact that there are 

many possible types of auctions, as will be later discussed, typical issues studied by 

auction theorists include the efficiency of a given mechanism design and optimal 

equilibrium bidding strategies.  This paper will look to both of these issues in the case of 

a multi-object auctions with the items for sale exhibiting complementarities.  

 The vast majority of the literature in this field considers the problem of an 

individual (the seller) who has one object to sell, for which he or she does not know the 

prospective buyer’s value.  A myriad of studies have analyzed this specific type of 

auction and theories behind it are well developed (Myerson 1981, Ortega-Reichert 1968, 

and Wilson 1977).  Moreover, the literature within the field has developed solutions by 

which optimal auctions can be designed in order to maximize the seller’s revenue.  This 

paper builds upon the existing theoretical models. More specifically, the research 

investigates the problem of an auction with two objects for which a combination of the 

two has equal or more value to the bidder than the sum of the two objects individually, 

i.e. there are complementarities (Goeree, Holt, & Ledyard 2006). For example, in 2008 

the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) auctioned off 1,099 spectrum licenses, 

which were grouped together in multiple blocks (A-E) of 700 MHz broadband 

frequencies.  The proceeds from this auction amounted to approximately $19.2 billion 

(the largest auction in FCC history).  Each of these blocks were defined by their 

geographic scope—thus, each group exhibited complementarities with those 
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geographically adjacent to itself as it provides the winner with a larger geographically 

concentrated area with which to provide service.   

 While there are experimental papers on the topic, to my knowledge this specific 

problem has never before been theoretically examined.  Moreover, papers dealing with 

this topic are generally concerned with matters of efficieny, whereas this paper examines 

the optimization of a given mechanism.  Therein, there are many open questions related 

to the design of optimal auctions for multiple objects that exhibit complementarities.  In 

fact, this type of multi-dimensional optimal mechanism design problem is an open-ended 

problem in economics and is not generally amenable to theoretical solutions. However, 

this research analyzes the problem through the use of numerical programming techniques.  

After setting up the problem as a linear program and solving it with numerical 

techniques, one is able to analyze the results and discuss the implications of a given 

mechanism in terms of its efficiency and ability to find optimal equilibrium.  

 The general flow of this paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses the background 

literature, assumptions, and general notation necessary to describe the nature of the 

auction design problem to be discussed herein. Section 3 further examines the role of 

mechanism design in real-world auctions, as well as demonstrating how this problem is 

formulated as a mathematical optimization problem. This section will also include the 

process of characterizing the set of feasible auction mechanisms.  Section 4 describes, in 

detail, the process by which this specific auction was set up as a linear program.  The 

numerical results of this technique are presented in Section 5.  Finally, Section 6 

discusses the interpretation of the results from the linear program, and suggests possible 

future research that could extend the results of this paper.  

2. Literature Review 

 Literature on the topic of optimization of auctions with two items exhibiting 

complementarities is, to the author’s knowledge, virtually non-existent.  Nonetheless, 

there is a slew of literature on the design of optimal mechanisms for auctions with one 

item up for sale.  Specifically, Myerson (1981) goes into great depth on the theoretical 

process of developing an optimal and efficient mechanism, in regards to both bidding and 
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payment structures. Myerson presents the basic assumptions and notation needed to 

represent the class of auction design problems and then describes the process of 

characterizing the set of feasible auction mechanisms.  

 Additionally, while the paper is not directly related to the topic at hand, Brusco, 

Lopomo, & Marx (2010) consider an auction environment where an object can be sold 

with usage restrictions that generate benefits to the seller, but lower the value of the 

object to the buyer.  The authors find that “contingent re-auctions,” are generally neither 

efficient nor optimal for the seller and continue by providing an alternative mechanism 

which can implement the efficient outcome in dominant strategies.  

 Further, the effects of complementarity values on the efficiency of auctions have 

been empirically studied by, among others: Rosenthal and Wang (1996), Krishna and 

Rosenthal (2003a,b), and Englamair et al. (2004).  However, these papers focus on 

variants of first-price sealed bid or second-price sealed bid auctions, limiting their ability 

to present alternative designs for optimal and efficient mechanisms.  Other empirical 

investigations on the design of efficient auction mechanisms in the case of two 

homogonous bidders for multiple objects that exhibit complementarities is well under 

way (Brusco & Lopomo (2002) (2008) (2009)).  These papers, along with the related 

work of Albano et al (2008), examine ascending auctions in which there are two types of 

bidders, “local” bidders that are solely interested in one of the objects, and “global” 

bidders that have complementary values associated with attaining both objects. Brusco & 

Lopomo (2009) find that simultaneous ascending clock auctions result in efficient non-

collusive equilibria, yet there remain inefficiencies when budget constraints are present. 

That said, this paper extends these empirical investigations into a theoretical framework, 

allowing for more general findings to be resolved. 

As previously mentioned, there has been some experimental work related to 

auctions in which the objects exhibit complementarities.  Goeree, Holt, & Ledyard (2006) 

use a set of laboratory experiments to compare simultaneous, multi-round auctions 

(SMR) and simultaneous, multi-round auctions with package bidding (SMRPB) using 

auction rules provided by the FCC. The authors found that the benefits of packaged 

bidding could be significant from an economic point of view.  A full explanation of this 
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paper follows in Section 2.3. This research directly builds upon Goeree, Holt, & Ledyard 

(2006) in that it extends their experimental findings into a theoretical framework, which 

can more rigorously prove their results in regards to both the efficiency and optimization 

of a given mechanism format.     

 

2.1 Brusco, Lopomo & Marx (2010) 

   In “The Economics of Contingent Re-Auction,” Brusco, Lopomo & Marx (2010) 

discuss an auction environment in which an object can be sold with “usage restrictions.”  

An example of such an auction can be found by looking to the attempted sale of the 

Italian airline Alitalia, where the sale was accompanied by a series of restrictions on the 

buyer (such as limitations on the ability of the new owner to fire existing employees).  

While, for obvious reasons, these restrictions were viewed as socially desirable by the 

Italian government and populace, they simultaneously lowered the value of the airline to 

any perspective buyer. 

 In general, usage restrictions generate benefits to the seller as they are often 

implemented to create social surpluses of some sort.  Nonetheless, they thereby 

simultaneously decrease the buyers’ prospective price valuation. In the case that the 

object’s reserve price is not met within the original contingent auction, the seller would 

then implement a “contingent re-auction” in which the original usage restrictions are 

decreased to some degree, if not entirely. Efficiency in such an environment requires that 

the object be allocated in restricted form iff:  

 maxi li > maxi hi + B, 

where li and hi are bidder i’s value for the restricted object and unrestricted object 

respectively, and B is the surplus accumulated by the seller from selling the restricted 

object.    

 While the authors demonstrate that in some simple cases these contingent re-

auctions are efficient, they prove that they are generally inefficient for “well-behaved two 

dimensional auctions” and do not maximize the seller’s utility.  This is due to the fact that 
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bidders will either choose to actively participate in the first auction, or will delay bidding 

until the second auction when they are able to receive the object with reduced 

restrictions.   

 Moving forward, the authors propose an alternative mechanism, which they 

entitled the Exclusive-Buyer Mechanism (EBM).  The proposed mechanism is an 

auction, with reserve price r, for the exclusive right to choose between being awarded the 

restricted object at no additional cost and buying the unrestricted object for a fixed 

incremental payment p.  The authors find that the unique, weakly dominant strategy for 

each bidder in an EBM is to bid its value for the right to choose between the two.  

Moreover, these findings are not affected by whether the auction is second-price or 

ascending-bid.  Due to the simplicity of the optimal strategies, this new mechanism is 

capable of implementing the efficient outcome in dominant strategies (Nash Equilibrium 

strategies). Nonetheless, the authors clearly state that the design of practical, efficient 

mechanisms in a multi-object environment remains an open question, which is something 

this work looks to contribute to the literature. 

 Furthermore, these results are useful for the topic at hand in that for auctions 

involving two objects exhibiting complementary aspects, it may be in the seller’s best 

interest to sell the two items separately.  For instance, the FCC may deem it in the public 

interest to limit the ability of one buyer to receive multiple licenses, or blocks, within 

specific geographic regions.  In such a case, the FCC would be creating a contingent 

auction, and may set the price of buying both items at a higher price than purchasing the 

two items separately.  

 

2.2 Myerson (1981) 

 Myerson’s paper, entitled “Optimal Auction Design,” discusses several of the key 

components of auction design.  More specifically, this paper presents the basic 

assumptions and notation needed to describe the class of auction design problems.  Most 

notably, the paper describes the three basic criteria that must be imposed upon any 

auction mechanism in order for it to be considered optimal:  
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i) The probability that one of the bidders wins the object must be less than or equal 

to one. 

ii) Individual Rationality (IR) constraint states that the bidder must be better off by 

participating in the auction than by not participating at all, i.e. their net expected 

surplus from participating in the auction must be greater than or equal to zero. 

iii) The seller cannot prevent any bidder from lying about their individual value 

estimate for the object, implying that the objective of an “optimal mechanism” is 

to create an incentive for the bidders to tell their true values.   

These conditions will be further discussed in Section 3, and the first condition will be 

modified to fit our specific needs. 

 Myerson further characterizes the set of feasible auction mechanisms and 

demonstrates the process by which one can formulate the auction design problem as a 

mathematical optimization problem.  This is a crucial foundation for this study, as 

without this mathematical notation it would be impossible to rigorously prove the validity 

of this specific auction design or to set up the problem as a linear program.  While 

Myerson’s study has been extended to the general case of greater than or equal to 3 

bidders (N≥3), this paper will focus on the case of 2 bidders (N=2). 

 

2.3 Goeree, Holt, & Ledyard (2006) 

 The 2006 report by Goeree, Holt, & Ledyard entitled “An Experimental 

Comparison of the FCC’s Combinatorial and Non-Combinatorial Simultaneous Multiple 

Round Auctions,” focuses on experimentally evaluating the effects of packaged bidding 

under a wide range of market conditions. More specifically, the authors look to compare 

simultaneous, multi-round auctions (SMR) with simultaneous, multi-round auctions with 

package bidding (SMRPB).  In order to do so, the authors constructed experiments in 

which participants were assigned “national” or “regional” bidder roles.  These bidders 

were then provided with randomly generated licenses exhibiting a range of 

complimentary qualities (i.e. there was a range of how much greater the value of the 

package was in comparison to buying the licenses individually).        
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 The author’s main results, as summarized in the report’s executive summary, are 

as follows:  

1) In the case of high complementarities, packaged bidding increases efficiency 

in the sense that the auction allocates the licenses to the bidder with the 

highest valuations.  However, in the case of low to non-existent levels of 

complementarities, packaged bidding actually reduces efficiency.   

2) Contrary to previous work, the authors find that packaged bidding raises 

revenue in all cases in which the national bidders have interests that are not 

fully overlapping, but not in the case of overlapping interests.    

3) All licenses are sold in the case of SMRPB; whereas in the case of SMR, 

some licenses are not sold. 

 While the author’s results shed some light on the matter of multi-object auctions 

exhibiting complementarities, there are several aspects left open for investigation.   This 

paper’s contribution to the field of Auction Theory looks to build upon the work of 

Goeree et al. (2006) by looking at a more general case through the use of a theoretical 

mathematical framework. 

 

3 Theoretical Framework 

3.1 Overview of Auctions 

3.1.1 Auction Theory 
 As briefly discussed in the introduction, Auction Theory is an applied branch of 

game theory that delves into the topic of how people act in auction markets. The main 

aspects of research within this field are concerned with the game-theoretic properties of 

auction markets. In mechanism design, researchers analyze games of private information 

in which participants, the bidders, are forced to choose between different payoff 

structures. These games are then “solved” by motivating participants to disclose their 

private information (their individual value of the object being auctioned) and reach a 
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collective decision in what is referred to as a “Direct Revelation Mechanism” (Myerson, 

1981).  As Tabarrok (2007) describes it, the objective of mechanism design is to 

construct an institution that simultaneously creates a desirable outcome for the seller, all 

the while respecting the inherent fact that participants (i.e. bidders) have private 

information and are self-interested.  

Some of the more typical issues studied by auction theorists include the efficiency 

of a given auction design, optimal and equilibrium bidding strategies, and revenue 

comparison.  One of the most significant results from the study of auctions is embedded 

in its use as a tool to inform the design of real-world auctions; most notably auctions for 

the privatization of public-sector companies or, as previously discussed, the FCC sale of 

licenses for use of the electromagnetic spectrum.   

 Perhaps one of the most useful precipitates from mechanism design is the study, 

and thereby production, of frameworks which provide ample incentives for truthful 

revelation of a participant’s private information. It is through this study that frameworks 

such as Second Price Auctions have come to play such a significant role in the world of 

auctions (multiple frameworks will be discuss below).  

 The process of studying auctions through game-theoretic frameworks is relatively 

straightforward due to the fact that the behavior and expectations of each bidder directly 

depends upon the strategic environment in which he or she operates, which is inherently 

controlled by the auctioneer.  Moreover, this strategic environment consists not only of 

the rules and regulations stipulated by the seller, but also the behavior and expectations of 

the other participants (Allexandrova, 2006).  Obviously, through a process of strategic 

bidding, each rational bidder attempts to maximize his or her expected utility.  However, 

in these games of incomplete and imperfect information, bidders often know little in 

regard to their competitors’ expectations and strategies (Born, 2010).  From the 

auctioneer’s perspective, the end result is ideally a Bayesian Nash Equilibrium (BNE) 

outcome in which the seller has captured the bidder’s entire surplus.  By isolating key 

elements of mechanism design and creating idealized models, researchers attempt to 

better understand and explain phenomenon experienced in real-world auctions. 
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3.1.2 Auction Formats 
 There are many possible designs (or sets of rules) for an auction, however the four 

most common forms found today for the allocation of a single item are: first-price sealed-

bid (FPSB), second-price sealed-bid (Vickrey Auction), open-ascending (English 

auction), and open-descending (Dutch auction) (Marshal & Marx 2008). Both the English 

and Dutch auction will not be further discussed here as they are out of the scope of this 

theoretical paper. 

 A first-price sealed-bid auction (FPSB) is a mechanism in which bidders, with no 

knowledge of other participants’ bids, place their bid in a sealed envelope and hand them 

to the auctioneer (seller). The envelopes are opened and the individual with the highest 

bid wins, paying a price equal to the amount that he or she bid.  This model is distinct 

from open-ascending auctions in that there is only one round of bidding and the identity 

of each bidder remains concealed.  

     The next major form of auction is called a second-price sealed-bid auction, or 

Vickrey auction, and is one in which bidders place their bid in a sealed envelope and 

hand them to the auctioneer without knowledge of other participants’ bids. The envelopes 

are opened and the individual with the highest bid wins, paying a price equal to the 

amount of the second-highest bid.  This form of auction effectively eliminates any need 

for alternative payment structures as it removes any possible gain an individual can attain 

by falsely stating their valuation of the object up for auction.  In this sense, it is an 

optimal mechanism.  

  As FPSB auctions are the dominant form found in the auctioning of government 

contracts of public goods, such as electromagnetic spectrum by the FCC, it is the form 

that this paper seeks to analyze for the sale of multiple objects with complementarities.  

 

3.2 Introduction to Mathematical Modeling of Auctions 

3.2.1 Simplified Model: The Case of Two Bidders & One Object 
 To grasp the conceptual framework of this paper, it is useful to understand the 

underlying mathematics behind these mechanisms.  That being said, this section will 
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briefly delve into the general approach of setting up auctions as theoretical games, in the 

Game Theory sense of the word.  

 In mathematical terminology, a game-theoretic auction model is represented by a 

set of players, a set of actions (i.e. strategies) that are available to each player, and a 

payoff vector corresponding to each combination of strategies. The action set of each 

player is, in the case of the bidders, a set of bid functions or, in the case of the seller, 

reservation prices and payment schema. Each bid function maps the player's valuation of 

the object being auctioned (in the case of a buyer) or cost (in the case of a seller) to a 

particular bid. The payoff of each player under a combination of strategies is referred to 

as their expected utility (or expected surplus) of that player under that particular 

combination of strategies. 

 Game-theoretic models of auctions and strategic bidding generally fall into either 

of the following two categories. In a private value model, each participant (bidder) 

assumes that each of the competing bidders obtains a random private value from a 

probability distribution.  Contrastingly, in a common value model, each participant 

assumes that any other participant obtains a random signal from a probability distribution 

common to all bidders. It is generally accepted for a private values model to assume that 

the values are independent across bidders, whereas a common value model usually 

assumes that the values are independent while still being drawn from the same 

probability distribution function (Klemperer, 1999). 

 When it is necessary to make explicit assumptions about bidders’ value 

distributions, the majority of the literature assumes symmetric bidders. This means that 

the probability distribution from which the bidders obtain their values is identical across 

bidders. Nonetheless, in a private value model, which assumes independence, symmetry 

implies that the bidders’ values are independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) 

(Klemperer, 1999). 

 Lebrun (1996) provides a general proof that equilibrium exists in a first-price 

auction when the random valuations of the bidders are independent of each other. 

Nonetheless, the following will serve as an example of how such a problem is set up.  

 In a simple first-price auction model with two buyers bidding for an object, each 
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buyer might assume that the rival buyer’s private value is drawn from the uniform 

distribution over the interval [0,1], with the cumulative distribution function F(v) = v. 

(Since F is symmetric between the two buyers, this is an auction model with symmetric 

bidders.) Here we will also assume that:  

(i) The value of the object to the seller is 0,  

(ii) The seller'’s reservation price is also 0,  

 Given these stipulations, the auction designer’s problem is to select a mechanism 

to maximize the seller’s revenue (utility). In order to do so, we need to briefly discuss the 

notation that will be used going forward. This notation herein directly builds upon the 

model set up by Myerson (1981).   

 As previously mentioned, in the case of a direct revelation mechanism, all bidders 

simultaneously and confidentially declare their value estimates (i.e. bids) to the seller, 

which the seller then uses to determine the winner based upon the previously declared 

regulations of the auction.  The seller will then announce both the winner of the object, 

and the amount each bidder needs to pay.  

 Therefore, a direct revelation mechanism is defined by a pair of “outcome 

functions” (p,m) (Myerson, 1981).  In this model, if V represents the vector of value 

estimates for all bidders, then pi(v) is the probability that bidder i wins the object, and 

mi(v) is the amount that bidder i is expected to pay at the end of the auction.  For the 

current simplistic model, we will assume that there are two bidders who are bidding on 

one object.    

 Thus, in a FPSB auction, each buyer's expected utility, Ui, as a function of his or 

her bid, bi, is equal to the surplus that the buyer will receive conditional on winning, 

multiplied by the likelihood that he or she is going to be the bidder with the highest bid 

value. That likelihood is given by the probability that this buyer's bid price, b1 for bidder 

1, exceeds the other buyer's bid price, b2 (expressed as a function of the other buyer's 

value v2). Mathematically stated, this is: 

 For bidder 1: 

 

€ 

p1 b1(v1),b2(v2)( ) = Pr{b1(v1) > b2(v2)}

m1 b1,b2( )
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For bidder 2: 

   

In this case, bidder 1’s expected utility given bid b1 is given by: 

 

 Similarly, the expected utility for the seller, in the case of N bidders, is then: 

€ 

US = mi(B)
i∈N
∑  

 Keeping this in mind, the objective of all participants, in this auction is to 

maximize their individual utility. This is a general case, and can be further simplified 

since it is almost always the case that only one bidder, the winner, pays anything above 0. 

Moreover, since the current example is examining the case of 2 bidders and one object, 

then the expected utility of the seller is simply given by: 

  

 Where 

€ 

mi is the amount bidder i would pay for the object being auctioned in the 

case that he or she won the object, and 

€ 

US  is equal to the total sum paid for the object by 

the winning bidder.   

 Now one must also take into consideration some of the constraints discussed in 

the literature review.  As noted therein, Myerson (1981) outlines three types of 

constraints which must be imposed upon (p,m).   

 The first is an obvious result from the rules of probability. It states that since there 

is only one object being bid upon at a time, the following rules of probability must apply: 

€ 

pi(bi) ≤1
i∈N
∑   and 

€ 

pi(b) ≥ 0  , 

€ 

∀i∈N ,    

€ 

∀b∈B    (BC-1) 

 That is to say that the probability that any bidder wins the object must be greater 

than or equal to zero, and the sum of all bidders’ probabilities of winning must be less 

than or equal to zero, for all N bidders and feasible bids B. 

The second condition is more a matter of free will than anything else.  Simply put, 

we assume here that the seller cannot force any bidders to participate in an auction that 

offers him or her less expected utility than he or she could get on their own.  Obviously, 

€ 

U(b1(v1)) = v1 − b1(v1)( ) × Pr{b1(v1) > b2(v2)}€ 

p2 b1(v1),b2(v2)( ) = Pr{b2(v2) > b1(v1)}

m2 b1,b2( )

€ 

US = mi
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by not participating in the auction, an individual would not have any possibility of 

winning the object; however, he or she also wouldn’t have to pay anything to the seller, 

making his or her expected payoff zero. Therefore, the only way to guarantee that the 

bidders will participate in the auction is to ensure that the following “individual-

rationality” (IR) constraint is satisfied (Myerson 1981): 

€ 

Ui(bi(vi)) ≥ 0  

€ 

∀i∈N     (BC-2) 

It is due to this condition that, generally speaking, participants that do not win the object 

being auctioned pay an amount of zero to the seller. 

 The third, and final condition is often referred to as the “incentive compatibility” 

(IC) constraint.  Conceptually, this condition simply states that no seller can prevent any 

bidder from lying about his or her value estimate for the object being auctioned if that 

bidder expected to gain something from doing so.  Thus, the revelation mechanism in 

question can be implemented if and only if no bidder ever expects to gain from lying, 

which essentially means that the bidder’s true value estimates must form a Nash 

Equilibrium in the Auction Game (Myerson 1981).  For example, if bidder i claimed that 

si was his or her true value estimate, instead of vi, then, following the notation described 

herein, his or her expected utility would be mathematically represented by:  

 

The IC constraint states that in order to guarantee that the bidders will truthfully 

reveal their value estimates, their expected utility must be greater in the case of them 

bidding based upon their true estimate, vi as opposed to their “claimed estimates,” si.  

Mathematically, this means that bidders will only disclose their true value iff: 

     (BC-3) 

 Thus, it is said that (p,m) represents a feasible auction mechanism if and only if 

all three of these conditions are met.  By satisfying all three of these conditions, the seller 

is able to allocate the object according to p and to demand monetary compensation from 

the bidders according to m.  

 The problem for the auction designer then becomes the task of maximizing the 

expected revenue to the seller, US, subject to constraints (BC 1-3) described above. This 

€ 

U(bi(si)) = vi − bi(si)( ) × Pr{bi(si) > bj (v j )}

€ 

Ui(bi(vi)) >Ui(bi(si))
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illustrative example simply serves as a simplistic model, which this paper will build on in 

order to solve the issue of two symmetric bidders in an auction with two homogonous 

objects with complementarities.  

3.2.2 The Case of Two Bidders & Two Objects with Complementarities 
 Now that the simple case of an auction consisting of two bidders and one object 

have been explained, the paper moves on to the more complex arena of two bidders and 

two objects.  Moving forward, the paper will use the same notation as above, but from 

here on will refer to the two objects as object a and object b. For generalizations sake, it 

will not be assumed that the objects exhibit complementary features until later. 

 That being said, the possible value estimates each of the 2 bidders could have are: 

 For bidder 1: 

€ 

v1
a ,v1

b,v1
c( ) 

 Where 

€ 

vi
x

 represents the value estimate bidder i places on solely obtaining object 

x, and 

€ 

vi
c  is the additional value estimate bidder i places on obtaining both objects a and b 

simultaneously.  

Similarly for bidder 2 we have: 

€ 

v2
a ,v2

b,v2
c( )

 

 Obviously, in the case of objects with complementarities: 

€ 

vi
c > 0 

 The mathematics of this problem are further complicated by the fact that there are 

many different combinations of bids, based upon the bidders’ individual bidding 

functions.  As in the model above, the probability that individual i wins object a and/or b, 

and the amount he or she has to pay is mathematically denoted as: 
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€ 

pi
a b1

a (v1
a ),b1

b (v1
b ),b2

a (v2
a ),b2

b (v2
b )( )

pi
b b1

a (v1
a ),b1

b (v1
b ),b2

a (v2
a ),b2

b (v2
b )( )

mi b1
a,b1

b ,b2
a,b2

b( )
 

 Due to the added complexity of this situation, each individual bidder’s expected 

utility is given by a slightly more complex equation.   

€ 

Ui =

− mi(V1
a ,V1

b,V2
a ,V2

b ) × Pr(V1
a,V1

b ,V2
a,V2

b )( )
Vi
aVi

b

∑

+Vi
a pi

a b1
a (v1

a ),b1
b (v1

b ),b2
a (v2

a ),b2
b (v2

b )( ) × Pr(V1a ,V1b,V2a ,V2b )( )
Vi
z

∑
⎡ 

⎣ 
⎢ 
⎢ 

⎤ 

⎦ 
⎥ 
⎥ 

+Vi
b pi

a b1
a (v1

a ),b1
b (v1

b ),b2
a (v2

a ),b2
b (v2

b )( ) × Pr(V1a ,V1b,V2a ,V2b )( )
Vi
z

∑
⎡ 

⎣ 
⎢ 
⎢ 

⎤ 

⎦ 
⎥ 
⎥ 

+Vi
c pi

a b1
a (v1

a ),b1
b (v1

b ),b2
a (v2

a ),b2
b (v2

b )( ) × Pr(V1a ,V1b,V2a ,V2b )( )
Vi
z

∑
⎡ 

⎣ 
⎢ 
⎢ 

⎤ 

⎦ 
⎥ 
⎥ 

⎡ 

⎣ 

⎢ 
⎢ 
⎢ 
⎢ 
⎢ 
⎢ 
⎢ 
⎢ 
⎢ 
⎢ 
⎢ 
⎢ 

⎤ 

⎦ 

⎥ 
⎥ 
⎥ 
⎥ 
⎥ 
⎥ 
⎥ 
⎥ 
⎥ 
⎥ 
⎥ 
⎥ 

 

 Put simply, the bidder’s expected utility or expected surplus is given by their 

values, minus their expected payment.  By the individual rationality constraint, the value 

of Ui is necessarily non-negative.  

The auction designer’s problem then becomes the issue of finding: 

€ 

max mi(vi)
i∈N
∑  

 However, since we are looking at the case of two bidders and two objects, then 

the problem for the auction designer is to maximize the expected utility of the seller, 

which is simply given by: 

€ 

max
p,m

mi
a +m

j

b( ),    s.t. to the IR and IC constraints.  

 Here, 

€ 

mi
a  is the amount bidder i would pay for object a in the case that he or she 
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won object a and, similarly 

€ 

m
j

b  is the amount bidder j would pay for object b.  Note that 

this explicitly allows for the case that an individual can win one object and not the other 

(i does not necessarily equal j).  Thus, US is equal to the total sum paid for both object a 

and b by the winning bidder(s), i and j (recall that in FPSB auctions only one bidder, the 

winner, pays anything above 0). 

4. Mechanism Optimization Problem  
 As a whole, this section of the paper details the underlying conceptual design of 

an auction with two bidders and two objects as a linear program, this is the central focus 

of the paper. 

4.1 Basic Linear Program 
This section discusses how the auction format discussed in Section 3 was set up as 

a linear program.  The analytical framework used to create this model relies on an 

underlying mechanism design problem at work.  More specifically, this framework 

returns to the two bidder-two object model discussed in Section 3.2.2 and considers the 

class of all direct revelation mechanisms that meet the incentive-compatibility and 

individually-rationality constraints.  Thus, through the use of the mathematical model 

outlined above, one can use a relatively straightforward approach to finding Nash 

equilibria in the context of an auction.  In this case, it is important to note that Nash 

Equilibria are formed when participants choose a strategy that maximizes their expected 

surplus from a given auction, given their competitor’s strategy.  As previously discussed, 

a bidder’s only means of altering their strategy is to change their bid values for each 

individual object.  

In order for a direct revelation mechanism to meet the IR and IC constraints, it 

must specify for each vector of reports 

€ 

(v1
a ,v1

b,v2
a ,v2

b )∈ (V a,V b ): 

i. A probability distribution over all feasible bid vectors, 

€ 

p(• | v1
a,v1

b ,v2
a,v2

b )∈ΔBxBxBxB  

Where ΔBxBxBxB represents the probability simplex over all bid vectors. 
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ii. Monetary transfers: 

€ 

mi(v
a,vb ,v)  , 

€ 

∀i∈{1,2} 

The bidder’s problem of maximizing his or her expected surplus, and thereby 

creating an optimal strategy for themselves, can be written: maximize personal expected 

surplus given the other bidder’s current strategy. In order to find the equilibrium, the 

linear program follows a straightforward step-by-step process. In the following, 

€ 

U
i

x p,vi, j
x( )  represents bidder i’s expected utility or surplus from object x, given their value 

is j (either high (H) or low (L)). 

Step 1: Set a specific strategy for Bidder 1:  

€ 

(B1,L
a | v1,L

a ,B1,H
a | v1,H

a ,B1,L
b | v1,L

b ,B1,H
b | v1,H

b )    (1) 

where 

€ 

Bi, j
x | vi, j

x  is bidder i’s bid response for object x, given his or her value is 

v[j]. 

Step 2: Find bidder 2’s optimal response to bidder 1’s current strategy: 

€ 

(B2,L
a | v2,L

a ,B2,H
a | v2,H

a ,B2,L
b | v2,L

b ,B2,H
b | v2,H

b )    (2) 

 Where this strategy is found by solving: 

€ 

max U
2

x p,v
2

x( )
∀x∈(a,b,c )
∑          (3) 

where 

€ 

U
2

x p,v
2

x( ) can be broken down into three distinct equations, one for each 
object (a and b) and one for the complementarity value: 

€ 

U
2

a p,v
2

a( ) ≡
v2
a × p2

a b1
a (v1

a ),b1
b (v1

b ),b2
a (v2

a ),b2
b (v2

b )( ) × Pr v1a ,v1b,v2a ,v2b( ) × Pr (1),(2)( )( )
Vi
a∀i∈(1,2)

∑
⎡ 

⎣ 
⎢ 
⎢ 

⎤ 

⎦ 
⎥ 
⎥ 

− mi
a b1

a (v1
a ),b1

b (v1
b ),b2

a (v2
a ),b2

b (v2
b )( ) × Pr v1a ,v1b,v2a ,v2b( ) × Pr 1( ), 2( )( )( )

Vi
a∀i∈(1,2)

∑

⎧ 

⎨ 

⎪ 
⎪ 

⎩ 

⎪ 
⎪ 

⎫ 

⎬ 

⎪ 
⎪ 

⎭ 

⎪ 
⎪ 

 (4) 

€ 

U2
b p,v

2

b( ) ≡
v2
b × p2

b b1
a (v1

a ),b1
b (v1

b ),b2
a (v2

a ),b2
b (v2

b )( ) × Pr v1a ,v1b,v2a ,v2b( ) × Pr (1),(2)( )( )
Vi
b∀i∈(1,2)

∑
⎡ 

⎣ 
⎢ 
⎢ 

⎤ 

⎦ 
⎥ 
⎥ 

− mi
b b1

a (v1
a ),b1

b (v1
b ),b2

a (v2
a ),b2

b (v2
b )( ) × Pr v1a ,v1b,v2a ,v2b( ) × Pr 1( ), 2( )( )( )

Vi
b∀i∈(1,2)

∑

⎧ 

⎨ 

⎪ 
⎪ 

⎩ 

⎪ 
⎪ 

⎫ 

⎬ 

⎪ 
⎪ 

⎭ 

⎪ 
⎪ 

  (5) 

and, 
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€ 

U2
c p,v

2

c( ) ≡ v2c × p2
c b1

a (v1
a ),b1

b (v1
b ),b2

a (v2
a ),b2

b (v2
b )( ) × Pr v1a,v1b ,v2a,v2b( ) × Pr (1),(2)( )( )

Vi
b∀i∈(1,2)

∑
⎡ 

⎣ 
⎢ 
⎢ 

⎤ 

⎦ 
⎥ 
⎥ 
  (6) 

  s.t. (IR) and (IC) constraints 

Here, 

€ 

v2
c is simply the complementarity value gained by bidder 2 from 

obtaining both objects a and b together, 

€ 

mi
x  is the payment mechanism for object 

x based on the bid strategies of both bidders, 

€ 

p2
x  is the probability that bidder 2 

wins object x given his or her bidding strategy, and 

€ 

Pr (1),(2)( )  is the probability 

density function of the individual bidder strategies outlined in (1) and (2) above.   

Note that equation (6) differs from the previous two equations in that there 

is no payment directly related to the complementarity value. This is due to the fact 

that the current model does not allow the seller to directly charge for the value 

gained from owning both objects.  Instead, this value will have to be captured by 

€ 

ma  and 

€ 

mb .  Plugging (4), (5), and (6) into (3), we find that the mathematical 

problem before the bidders is to find: 

€ 

max

v2
a × p2

a b1
a (v1

a ),b1
b (v1

b ),b2
a (v2

a ),b2
b (v2

b )( ) × Pr v1a,v1b ,v2a,v2b( ) × Pr (1),(2)( )( )
Vi
z∀i∈(1,2)∧∀z∈(a,b )

∑
⎡ 

⎣ 
⎢ 
⎢ 

⎤ 

⎦ 
⎥ 
⎥ 

+v2
b × p2

b b1
a (v1

a ),b1
b (v1

b ),b2
a (v2

a ),b2
b (v2

b )( ) × Pr v1a ,v1b,v2a ,v2b( ) × Pr (1),(2)( )( )
Vi
z∀i∈(1,2)∧∀z∈(a,b )

∑
⎡ 

⎣ 
⎢ 
⎢ 

⎤ 

⎦ 
⎥ 
⎥ 

+v2
c × p2

c b1
a (v1

a ),b1
b (v1

b ),b2
a (v2

a ),b2
b (v2

b )( ) × Pr v1a ,v1b,v2a ,v2b( ) × Pr (1),(2)( )( )
Vi
z∀i∈(1,2)∧∀z∈(a,b )

∑
⎡ 

⎣ 
⎢ 
⎢ 

⎤ 

⎦ 
⎥ 
⎥ 

− mi
a b1

a (v1
a ),b1

b (v1
b ),b2

a (v2
a ),b2

b (v2
b )( ) × Pr v1a,v1b ,v2a,v2b( ) × Pr 1( ), 2( )( )( )

Vi
z∀i∈(1,2)∧∀z∈(a,b )

∑

− mi
b b1

a (v1
a ),b1

b (v1
b ),b2

a (v2
a ),b2

b (v2
b )( ) × Pr v1a,v1b ,v2a,v2b( ) × Pr 1( ), 2( )( )( )

Vi
z∀i∈(1,2)∧∀z∈(a,b )

∑

⎧ 

⎨ 

⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 

⎩ 

⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 

⎫ 

⎬ 

⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 

⎭ 

⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 

       (7) 

s.t (IR) and (IC) constraints 

Step 3: Find bidder 1’s optimal response to bidder 2’s current strategy denoted 

here as: 

€ 

(B21,L
a | v1,L

a ,B21,H
a | v1,H

a ,B21,L
b | v1,L

b ,B21,H
b | v1,H

b )        (8) 
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The notation on this equation is slightly different in order to avoid 

confusion between (1) and (8).  In order to find this strategy we use precisely the 

same methodology as in step 2, thereby resulting in the mathematical problem of 

finding: 

       

€ 

maxU1 p,v1( )      (9)      

 which is similarly defined by 

€ 

max

v1
a × p1

a b1
a (v1

a ),b1
b (v1

b ),b2
a (v2

a ),b2
b (v2

b )( ) × Pr v1a,v1b ,v2a,v2b( ) × Pr (1),(2)( )( )
Vi
z∀i∈(1,2)∧∀z∈(a,b )

∑
⎡ 

⎣ 
⎢ 
⎢ 

⎤ 

⎦ 
⎥ 
⎥ 

+v1
b × p1

b b1
a (v1

a ),b1
b (v1

b ),b2
a (v2

a ),b2
b (v2

b )( ) × Pr v1a ,v1b,v2a ,v2b( ) × Pr (1),(2)( )( )
Vi
z∀i∈(1,2)∧∀z∈(a,b )

∑
⎡ 

⎣ 
⎢ 
⎢ 

⎤ 

⎦ 
⎥ 
⎥ 

+v1
c × p1

c b1
a (v1

a ),b1
b (v1

b ),b2
a (v2

a ),b2
b (v2

b )( ) × Pr v1a ,v1b,v2a ,v2b( ) × Pr (1),(2)( )( )
Vi
z∀i∈(1,2)∧∀z∈(a,b )

∑
⎡ 

⎣ 
⎢ 
⎢ 

⎤ 

⎦ 
⎥ 
⎥ 

− mi
a b1

a (v1
a ),b1

b (v1
b ),b2

a (v2
a ),b2

b (v2
b )( ) × Pr v1a,v1b ,v2a,v2b( ) × Pr 1( ), 2( )( )( )

Vi
z∀i∈(1,2)∧∀z∈(a,b )

∑

− mi
b b1

a (v1
a ),b1

b (v1
b ),b2

a (v2
a ),b2

b (v2
b )( ) × Pr v1a,v1b ,v2a,v2b( ) × Pr 1( ), 2( )( )( )

Vi
z∀i∈(1,2)∧∀z∈(a,b )

∑

⎧ 

⎨ 

⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 

⎩ 

⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 

⎫ 

⎬ 

⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 

⎭ 

⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 

  (10) 

s.t. (IR) and (IC) 

 

Step 4: Check to see whether bidder 1’s original strategy (2) is equal to his or her 

response to bidder 2’s current strategy (8).  If these two strategies are equal, then 

equilibrium optimal strategies for both bidders have been found.  That is to say: 

€ 

iff strategy 1( ) = strategy 8( ){ }       Equilibrium Strategies Found  

 Due to their complexity, the utility maximization equations (7) and (10) require 

further attention. The notation indicates that the expected utility or surplus acquired from 

any given bidding strategy for both objects a and b must be greater than or equal to zero.  

Moreover, the format requires that both bidders submit a bid for both objects. Put 

differently, the bidders must find a strategy that maximizes their expected surplus from 

bidding on both objects simultaneously, as they are not permitted to bid on one object and 

not the other in the current auction format being modeled.   
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4.2 Mechanism Alterations 
 This section investigates the possible mechanism alterations that the designer can 

utilize in order to maximize the seller’s revenue.  There are two such possible alternatives 

that can be used to exemplify different mechanisms in the current model. The first 

possibility is to change the payment mechanism (mi) for each object. For simplicity, the 

current model only allows two possible values for each of the two objects being 

auctioned, and there are only two possible bid values for each object, denoted here as 

high (H) or low (L).  Accordingly, there are two alternative payment mechanisms for 

each of the objects, denoted: 

€ 

mL
a,mH

a ,mL
b,mH

b .  That is, if bidder 1 bids low on object a 

and wins, he or she would pay 

€ 

mL
a  and the same follows for bids of high or low for object 

b by both bidders. 

 Therefore, a bidder’s expected payment 

€ 

Mi, j
x for object x by bidder i given his or 

her value is v[j], can be written: 

€ 

Mi, j
x =

mH
x b1

a (v1
a ),b1

b (v1
b ),b2

a (v2
a ),b2

b (v2
b )( ) × Pr v1a,v1b ,v2a,v2b( ) × Pr 1( ), 2( )( ) if bi, j

x = H

mL
x b1

a (v1
a ),b1

b (v1
b ),b2

a (v2
a ),b2

b (v2
b )( ) × Pr v1a,v1b ,v2a,v2b( ) × Pr 1( ), 2( )( ) if bi, j

x = L

⎧ 

⎨ 
⎪ 

⎩ ⎪ 
      (11) 

 

 

Note that the expected payments are still a function of both bidders’ bid values.  

This is crucial in order to provide the mechanism designer the flexibility required for 

altering the probability function (pi) by which a given bidding strategy would result in an 

object being won by a given bidder.  This type of modification is the second form of 

mechanism alteration.  In effect, it changes the kind of auction being represented by the 

model and allows for each bidders’ bids on both objects a and b to affect their 

probabilities of winning either or both objects (an example of this will be further 

discussed in Section 5.3).  

Both forms of mechanism alterations are easily adaptable to the linear program 

through the use of multiple loop iterations.  Utilizing such a technique allows one to go 

through thousands of different alternative combinations of payment and probability 

mechanisms (p,m).   
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5. Analytical Results 
Generally speaking, when one undergoes the process of designing a direct-

revelation mechanism, it is required that the mechanism only allows for one set of Nash 

Equilibrium strategies. Nonetheless, the current model often generates multiple 

equilibrium strategies, each generating different surplus values for both the buyers and 

the seller. Moreover, in allowing for multiple equilibria in which the bidders would be 

likely to lie about the value estimates in order to reach their prospective optimal strategy, 

these cases have not formed a direct revelation mechanism. 

For the sake of simplicity and ease of comparison, the following values will hold 

true throughout this analysis for both bidders and objects: 

 Vi,L Vi,H 
Object ( a or b) Value 1.0 2.0 
Probability of Value 0.4 0.6 

 

 Thus, a bidder’s value of 1.0 corresponds with low value (Vi,L), and 2.0 

corresponds with a high value (Vi,H ). Further, it should be noted that this implies that the 

bidders are symmetric and they view the objects as having equal value probability 

functions (i.e. the objects are homogonous).  

5.1 FPSB with Two Bidders, Two Objects without 

Complementarity Value 
 In order to properly gauge the effectiveness of any mechanism alterations, the 

seller’s expected revenue in the “base case” must first be analyzed.  Since FPSB auctions 

are one of the dominant auction formats seen in real world applications, the analysis will 

begin there.  In the scenario with only one object and two bidders, the expected 

equilibrium strategy would be for a bidders to bid high (H) when their value is high, and 

bid low (L) when their value is low. Nonetheless, in the problem at hand, a peculiar 

outcome arises in which bidders, if allowed to do so, find several different equilibrium 

strategies.   
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 In an attempt to demonstrate this outcome, the analysis begins by examining the 

results of a small set of possible payment mechanisms.  Holding the probability of 

winning each of the objects constant (while following the rules of FPSB auctions), and 

looping through some of the possible iterations of

€ 

mL
a,mH

a ,mL
b,mH

b
, one can find the 

optimal values for each of the individual variables.   

€ 

mL
a ∈ 0.0 : 0.05 :1.0( )

mH
a ∈ 1.0 : 0.05 : 2.0( )

mL
b ∈ 0.0 : 0.05 :1.0( )

mH
b ∈ 1.0 : 0.05 : 2.0( )

    (12) 

Unfortunately, it is not possible to illustrate a 5-dimensional graph as would be 

required to show all possible values of US (the expected revenue to the seller). It is 

however possible to show the different revenues generated from iterating through 

€ 

mL
a  and 

€ 

mH
a  while holding 

€ 

mL
band

€ 

mH
b  constant.  Using the values obtained from (12) for 

€ 

mL
b
 and

€ 

mH
b

 that maximize Us, it can be shown that the following iteration values will generate 

the same maxima: 

€ 

mL
a ∈ 0.0 : 0.05 :1.0( )

mH
a ∈ 1.0 : 0.05 : 2.0( )

mL
b =1

mH
b =1.7

     (13) 

The following graph is a visual representation of the results of this process. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Expected Seller Rev Holding 

€ 

mL
b =1.0 and 

€ 

mH
b =1.7 
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Using the results found in the techniques described above, the following situation 

is the “best case” scenario.  That is to say, this is the case that results in the largest 

valuation of the seller’s expected revenue from both objects.  

Mechanism Set UP 
Payment Object a | Bid Low: 

€ 

mL
a  1 

Payment Object a | Bid High: 

€ 

mH
a  1.7 

Payment Object b | Bid Low: 

€ 

mL
b  1 

Payment Object b | Bid High: 

€ 

mH
b  1.7 

Complementary Value: Vc 0 
Seller Revenue (Expected 

Object a 1 1 1.588 1.588 
Object b 1 1.588 1 1.588 
Total 2 2.588 2.588 3.176 

Individual Bidder Payments & Surplus (Expected) 
Object a:[ ] 0.5 0.5 0.794 0.794 
Object b: [ ] 0.5 0.794 0.5 0.794 
Total 1 0.476 0.476 1.588 
Bidder Surplus 0.6 0.426 0.426 0.252 

Bidder Bid Values Given: 
Object a_Val L  L L L L 
Object a_Val H L L H H 
Object b_Val L L L L L 
Object b_Val H L H L H 

Table 5.1: “Best Case Scenario” in FPSB Auction 

 Since the bidders are symmetric, it is only necessary to list out one set of bid, 

payment, and surplus values for the bidders.  Moreover, as previously discussed, this is a 

FPSB auction format, implying that the bids and payments made must be equal.  Thus, if 

a bidder bids low on object a, they would pay the amount

€ 

mL
a . Upon inspection of the 

table, it becomes evident that there are 4 possible equilibrium values, each giving the 

bidders and the seller different amounts of expected revenue.  Nonetheless, without a 

deterrent from doing so, bidders would choose their optimal equilibrium, in which both 

bidders always bid low, regardless of their actual valuation of the objects—resulting in a 

large loss in revenue to the seller. Moreover, this does not meet the IC constraint—thus, 

this is not a feasible mechanism.  

 In ordinary circumstances, one would solve this problem by adding in an 

additional reservation price for the object being auctioned.   Since the minimum payment 
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for both objects a and b is 1.0, which corresponds to the minimum value that each bidder 

could have for the objects, the current model has essentially already created a minimum 

bid value, and therefore reserve price, of 1.0 for both objects.  Increasing both of these 

values simultaneously above 1.0 (i.e. for values of 

€ 

mL
x
 > 

€ 

vi,L
x ), one might hypothesize that 

the seller’s revenue would likely begin to decrease.  Nonetheless, this hypothesis can be 

tested using a technique similar to that described above for Figure 5.1. In order to do so 

though, multiple iterations must be run over a larger boundary subset: 

€ 

mL
a ∈ 0.0 : 0.05 : 3.0( )

mH
a ∈ 1.0 : 0.05 : 4.0( )

mL
b ∈ 0.0 : 0.05 : 3.0( )

mH
b ∈ 1.0 : 0.05 : 4.0( )

     (14) 

By taking the results of this analysis into account, it can be shown that the 

maximum Us would be found over: 

€ 

mL
a ∈ 0.0 : 0.05 : 3.0( )

mH
a ∈ 1.0 : 0.05 : 4.0( )

mL
b =1.75

mH
b =1.50

     (15) 

 Graphing the results of (15) , we have: 

 

Figure 5.2: Expected Seller Revenue Under (15) 
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 As is clearly illustrated in Figure 5.2, there is no one maximum value for 

€ 

mL
x  that 

should be used in this scenario, as several values result in a maximum for seller revenue. 

Over this range, the absolute maximum value of US is found to be 3.68, however, this 

value is reached at multiple values for 

€ 

mL
a,mH

a ,mL
b,mH

b .  Nonetheless, the graph does 

confirm the hypothesis that there exists a maximum value for the 

€ 

mL
a,mL

b , which are 

essentially the reserve prices for both objects, beyond which results in both bidders either 

choosing to not participate or simply bidding low at all times, regardless of their actual 

value for the objects. This fact has some interesting implications as it states that US is 

more sensitive to the values of 

€ 

mL
a,mL

b
 than to the values of 

€ 

mH
a ,mH

b .  Moreover, it 

informs the mechanism designer that the maximum value for the reserve price should be 

set to a value above the lowest expected value of the bidders for either given objects, but 

not so high as to discourage participation altogether. 

The results of this analysis are informative to an extent, as they allow for the 

design of an auction in which there is only one equilibrium strategy for both bidders, and 

thus form an optimal auction mechanism.  Using the results from Figure 5.2, one of the 

possible mechanisms resulting in a maximum value of US is shown below for illustrative 

purposes.  

Mechanism Set Up 
Payment Object a | Bid Low: 

€ 

mL
a  2.35 

Payment Object a | Bid High: 

€ 

mH
a  2.10 

Payment Object b | Bid Low: 

€ 

mL
b  1.75 

Payment Object b | Bid High: 

€ 

mH
b  1.50 

Complementary Value: Vc 0.00 
Seller Revenue 

Object 1 2.14 
Object 2 1.54 
Total 3.68 

Bidder 1 Payments & Surplus 

Object a:[ ] 1.07 

Object b: [ ] 0.77 
Total 1.84 
Surplus 1.11e-16 
Bidder 1 Bid Values Given: 
Object 1_Val 1.0 L 
Object 1_Val 2.0 H 
Object 2_Val 1.0 L 
Object 2_Val 2.0 H 

Table 5.2: Highest Value of US in FPSB Auction 
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 At first inspection, this result seems extremely problematic, as it recommends 

setting the payment mechanism to higher than the bidder’s value for object a.  

Nonetheless, since this auction forces bidders to bid on both object a and b 

simultaneously, and since the model only deals with expected revenue for each of the 

bidders, it is able to “charge” the bidders more for one object than the other, regardless of 

whether the bidders view them as identical or not (as is the case in this model). Further, 

the reader should note that not only does this mechanism capture (practically) all of the 

bidders’ revenue, it also forces there to be one possible equilibrium strategy.  

  

5.2 FPSB with Two Bidders, Two Objects with Complementarity 
Value 
 While the results discussed in Section 5.1 are of some interest, the main topic of 

this paper is to discuss the ramifications of selling two objects with complementarities.  

That being said, this analysis will begin with an example much like that discussed above 

(Table 5.1), with the addition of a small complementarity value VC = 0.5.    

Mechanism Set Up 
Payment Object a | Bid Low: 

€ 

mL
a  0.5 

Payment Object a | Bid High: 

€ 

mH
a  1.5 

Payment Object b | Bid Low: 

€ 

mL
b  0.5 

Payment Object b | Bid High: 

€ 

mH
b  1.5 

Complementary Value: Vc 0.5 
Seller Revenue 

Object 1 1.34 1.34 1.34 1.5 1.5 
Object 2 0.5 1.34 1.5 1.34 1.5 
Total 1.84 2.68 2.84 2.84 3 

Individual Bidder Payments & Surplus 
Object a:[ ] 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.75 0.75 

Object b: [ ] 0.25 0.67 0.75 0.67 0.75 
Total 0.92 1.34 1.42 1.42 1.5 
Bidder Surplus 1.30 1.00 0.6 0.6 0.60 

Bidder Bid Values Given: 
Object 1_Val L L L L H H 
Object 1_Val H H H H H H 
Object 2_Val L L L H L H 
Object 2_Val H L H H H H 

Table 5.3: FPSB Auction with Small Complimentarities 
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 The mechanism design described in Table 5.3 warns against the use of values for 

€ 

mL
a,mH

a ,mL
b,mH

b
 that are too low, as it results in an additional set of equilibrium strategies 

compared to Table 5.1. Although it may be argued that the additional equilibrium is one 

of interest (as it results in the bidders always bidding high), this is not an optimal 

mechanism, as bidders will choose to use the first strategy (

€ 

mL
a = L ,

€ 

mH
a = H ,

€ 

mL
b = L , and 

€ 

mH
b = L ), in which their expected surplus is equal to 1.3 (Ui=1.3). Moreover, it should be 

noted that the general pattern of possible bidding strategies that form the equilibrium 

strategies has remained the same, with the only difference being the amount the bidders 

are expected to pay, which corresponds to the many different values of 

€ 

mL
a,mH

a ,mL
b,mH

b . 

Nonetheless, using the techniques described in Section 5.1, in conjunction with 

the boundary conditions described in (16) below and a value of VC=0.5, the model 

obtains significantly different results based on the following range of payment 

mechanisms: 

€ 

mL
a ∈ 1.0 : 0.05 : 5.0( )

mH
a ∈ 2.0 : 0.05 : 6.0( )

mL
b ∈ 1.0 : 0.05 : 5.0( )

mH
b ∈ 2.0 : 0.05 : 6.0( )

    (16) 

It should be noted that the bounds on the ranges in (16) were substantially 

increased from (14).  This is done in order to find the mechanism under which the seller 

is able to capture as much of the complementarity value as possible from the bidders.  

The following is a visual representation of the results from the range described by (16): 
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Figure 5.4: Expected Seller Revenue Under (16) 

 There are several characteristics of Figure 5.4 that need to be brought to the 

reader’s attention, as they differ from the cases previously discussed.  First and foremost, 

the values displayed for expected seller revenue correspond to the maximum values on 

the range: 

€ 

mL
b ∈ 0.0 : 0.05 : 5.0( )

mH
b ∈ 0.0 : 0.05 : 6.0( )

      (17) 

This is a necessary result of the limitations of using a 3-dimensional graphs in a 5-

dimensional solution.  Moreover, upon inspection it becomes apparent that US, which has 

four point maxima of US = 4.2, does not vary with 

€ 

mH
x . This is dramatically different 

from the cases previously discussed and is most likely a result from the fact that in the 

current model, the seller is not able to directly charge for the complementarity value a 

bidder gains from winning both objects.  

Another peculiar result manifests itself from further inspection of the results. In 

order to demonstrate this, it is necessary to analyze yet another situation.  Using one of 

such results for a local maximum of US from Figure 5.4, it is possible to further elucidate 

the optimal payment mechanism on the rage described by (16) by holding 

€ 

mL
b,mH

b

constant such that we are iterating over:   
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€ 

mL
a ∈ 0.0 : 0.05 : 3.0( )

mH
a ∈ 1.0 : 0.05 : 5.5( )

mL
b = 3.0( )

mH
b = 5.2( )     (18)

 

In doing so, it is possible to narrow down the results such that the mechanism 

designer knows the optimal values for the payment mechanism.  The following graph 

depicts the results of this process: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5 Expected Seller Revenue Under (18) 

 Figure 5.5 brings yet another interesting result forward—the payment 

mechanisms that results in the highest value of US are not symmetrical (similar to the 

results displayed in Table 5.2). That is to say the values for 

€ 

mL
a
 does not equal 

€ 

mL
b .  The 

explanation of why this occurs follows the same logic as that discussed in Section 5.1.   

 To further demonstrate this result, the following tables will serve as illustrative 

examples:  
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Mechanism Set Up 

Payment Object a | Bid Low: 

€ 

mL
a  1.2 

Payment Object a | Bid High: 

€ 

mH
a  2 

Payment Object b | Bid Low: 

€ 

mL
b  3 

Payment Object b | Bid High: 

€ 

mH
b  2 

Complementary Value: Vc 0.5 
Seller Revenue 

Object 1 1.2 1.872 
Object 2 2.16 2.16 
Total 3.36 4.032 

Individual Bidder Payments & Surplus 

Object a:[ ] 0.6 0.936 

Object b: [ ] 1.08 1.08 
Total 1.68 2.016 
Bidder Surplus 0.54 0.324 

Bidder Bid Values Given: 
Object 1_Val L L L 
Object 1_Val H L H 
Object 2_Val L L L 
Object 2_Val H H H 

Table 5.4: Second Highest Value of US in FPSB Auction with Complementarities 

 While the seller’s expected revenue has increased in Table 5.4, as one would 

expect, the same problem of multiple equilibrium, albeit fewer, strategies is found in the 

case of objects with complementarities.  Thus, the real problem for the mechanism 

designer becomes how to narrow the four equilibria down to one—more specifically, 

how to narrow them down to the strategy which maximizes the seller’s revenue (i.e. an 

optimal mechanism design).  This problem appears to have been solved in Table 5.5 

(below), where there is only one equilibrium. 
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Mechanism Set Up 
Payment Object a | Bid Low: 

€ 

mL
a  1.2 

Payment Object a | Bid High: 

€ 

mH
a  >2.69 

Payment Object b | Bid Low: 

€ 

mL
b  3 

Payment Object b | Bid High: 

€ 

mH
b  >2.69 

Complementary Value: Vc 0.5 
Seller Revenue 

Object 1 1.2 
Object 2 3 
Total 4.2 

Bidder 1 Payments 

Object a:[ ] 0.6 

Object b: [ ] 1.5 
Total 2.1 
Surplus 1.50E-16 

Bidder 1 Bid Values Given: 
Object 1_Val 1.0 L 
Object 1_Val 2.0 L 
Object 2_Val 1.0 L 

Object 2_Val 2.0 L 

Table 5.5: Highest Value of US in FPSB Auction with Complementarities 

 Be that as it may, the mechanism resulting in Table 5.5 is a non-ideal case, as the 

mechanism has effectively forced the bidders to bid low at all times, taking away any real 

“choice” they may have.  In real-world applications, this may not be a permitted. 

5.3 Two Bidders, Two Objects with an Alternative Probability 
Mechanism 
 Up until this point, the paper has solely addressed the implications of changing 

the payment mechanism (mi) in any given auction with two objects and two bidders, be it 

that that objects are complementary or not. The paper now moves forward by examining 

the effect of changing the type of auction being represented (i.e. the probability function 

(pi) representing the probability a given bidding strategy would result in a win).  In 

Sections 5.1 and 5.2, the auctions being modeled were FPSB auctions, thereby the 

probability a bidder won an object was solely based off of his or her bidding strategy for 

that object.  For example, the probability that bidder 1 wins object x is given by: 
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€ 

Prob(B1wins_Obj x) =

1 if b1
x (v1

x ) > b2
x (v2

x )

0.5 if b1
x (v1

x ) = b2
x (v2

x )

0 if b1
x (v1

x ) < b2
x (v2

x )

⎧ 

⎨ 

⎪ 
⎪ 

⎩ 

⎪ 
⎪ 

    (19) 

 Obviously, the opposite follows for bidder 2 as well. Nonetheless, by altering the 

payment mechanism to allow for bidding strategies to depend on a bidder’s bidding 

strategies for both objects, it is possible to decrease the number of equilibrium strategies.  

An example of such a probability mechanism looks as follows: 

€ 

Prob(B1wins_Obj a) =

1 if
b1
a (v1

a ) > b2
a (v2

a )
b1
a (v1

a ) = b2
a (v2

a ) & b1
b (v1

b ) > b2
b (v2

b )

⎧ 
⎨ 
⎩ 

0.5 if b1
a (v1

a ) = b2
a (v2

a ) & b1
b (v1

b ) = b2
b (v2

b )

0 if
b1
a (v1

a ) < b2
a (v2

a )
b1
a (v1

a ) = b2
a (v2

a ) & b1
b (v1

b ) < b2
b (v2

b )

⎧ 
⎨ 
⎩ 

⎧ 

⎨ 

⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 

⎩ 

⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 

  (20) 

 Similarly for bidder 2 we have: 

€ 

Prob(B2wins_Obj a) =

1 if
b2
a (v2

a ) > b1
a (v1

a )
b2
a (v2

a ) = b1
a (v1

a ) & b2
b (v2

b ) > b1
b (v1

b )

⎧ 
⎨ 
⎩ 

0.5 if b2
a (v2

a ) = b1
a (v1

a ) & b2
b (v2

b ) = b1
b (v1

b )

0 if
b2
a (v2

a ) < b1
a (v1

a )
b2
a (v2

a ) = b1
a (v1

a ) & b2
b (v2

b ) < b1
b (v1

b )

⎧ 
⎨ 
⎩ 

⎧ 

⎨ 

⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 

⎩ 

⎪ 
⎪ 
⎪ 

  (21) 

 The same general idea follows for object b for both bidders 1 and 2.  By 

incorporating these changes in probabilities into the mechanism described in Table 5.1 

results in the following set of equilibria: 
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Mechanism Set Up 
Payment Object a | Bid Low: 

€ 

mL
a  1.0 

Payment Object a | Bid High: 

€ 

mH
a  1.7 

Payment Object b | Bid Low: 

€ 

mL
b  1.0 

Payment Object b | Bid High: 

€ 

mH
b  1.7 

Complementary Value: Vc 0 
Seller Revenue 

Object 1 1.0 1.588 1.588 
Object 2 1.588 1.0 1.588 
Total 2.588 2.588 3.176 

Individual Bidder Payments & Surplus 

Object a:[ ] 0.5 0.794 0.794 

Object b: [ ] 0.794 0.5 0.795 
Total 1.294 1.294 1.588 
Bidder Surplus  0.426 0.426 0.252 

Bidder Bid Values Given: 
Object 1_Val L L L L 
Object 1_Val H L H H 
Object 2_Val L L L L 
Object 2_Val H H L H 

Table 5.6: Alternative Probability Mechanism  (VC = 0) 

 As can be seen through the use of the original settings, this simple shift in the 

probability function shifts the number of equilibria from four to three. More importantly, 

however, all of the possible revenues generated for the seller are equal to those found 

with the original probability mechanisms (see Table 5.1).  Thus, this is clearly a better 

mechanism by which to run the auction under the current conditions. 

 Moreover, using the same techniques as were used in Section 5.2, one is able to 

determine the set of payment mechanisms that maximize US.  The mechanism that 

accomplishes this, along with the resulting equilibrium strategy for the bidders is shown 

below in Table 5.7.  It should be brought to the reader’s attention that this equilibrium 

strategy represents an optimal mechanism as it maximizes the seller’s revenue, as well as 

limiting the number of equilibrium strategies to one. 
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Mechanism Set Up 
Payment Object a | Bid Low: 

€ 

mL
a  1.30 

Payment Object a | Bid High: 

€ 

mH
a  1.50 

Payment Object b | Bid Low: 

€ 

mL
b  2.85 

Payment Object b | Bid High: 

€ 

mH
b  2.10 

Complementary Value: Vc 0.00 
Seller Revenue 

Object 1 1.468 
Object 2 2.122 
Total 3.68 

Bidder 1 Payments 

Object a:[ ] 0.734 

Object b: [ ] 1.061 
Total 1.84 
Surplus 0.00 
Bidder 1 Bid Values Given: 
Object 1_Val 1.0 L 
Object 1_Val 2.0 H 
Object 2_Val 1.0 L 
Object 2_Val 2.0 H 

Table 5.7: Alternative Probability Auction (VC = 0) 

 By comparing the results of Table 5.7 and 5.2, the reader should note that the 

expected revenue to the seller is identical (US = 3.68). Moreover, the payment 

mechanism still follows the same trend of setting the payment values of each of the 

objects independently of one another, even though the bidders view their values to be 

identical. (The reader should look to Figure A.1 in the appendix for the graph associated 

with this table.) 

Moving forward, we look to the case of the bidders having complementarity 

values for the given objects.  The model finds that the optimal mechanism is defined by 

the following: 
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Table 5.8: Alternative Probability Auction (VC = 0.5) 

 The reader should note that while this mechanism only results in a single 

equilibrium strategy, it still leaves some (albeit tiny) amount of the surplus for the 

bidders.  It should be further noted that this is only one of a set of five possible maxima 

that were found (See Figure A.2 in the appendix). Moreover, this single equilibrium 

strategy is optimal from the perspective of both the seller and the bidder, and it forces the 

bidders to bid according to their valuation of the object at hand.  Thus the mechanism can 

be said to be both an optimal and an efficient mechanism. 

6. Conclusion 

6.1 Main Results 
 The paper demonstrates that the current auction format widely being used for the 

sale of two objects is not optimal.  That is to say, using a FPSB auction for the sale of two 

objects does not result in maximal expected revenue to the seller as bidder’s will choose 

bidding strategies that correspond with the lowest values of US. The specific auction 

environment analyzed herein contains two symmetric bidders with two possible values 

and discrete bids for two homogonous objects. The theoretical framework is novel in that 

it uses linear programming techniques to model the environment and determines the 

Mechanism Set Up 
Payment Object a | Bid Low: 

€ 

mL
a  3.00 

Payment Object a | Bid High: 

€ 

mH
a  2.75 

Payment Object b | Bid Low: 

€ 

mL
b  2.15 

Payment Object b | Bid High: 

€ 

mH
b  1.65 

Complementary Value: Vc 0.05 
Seller Revenue 

Object 1 2.79 
Object 2 1.73 
Total 4.52 

Bidder 1 Payments 

Object a:[ ] 1.395 

Object b: [ ] 0.865 
Total 2.26 
Surplus 0.008 
Bidder 1 Bid Values Given: 
Object 1_Val 1.0 L 
Object 1_Val 2.0 H 
Object 2_Val 1.0 L 
Object 2_Val 2.0 H 
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equilibrium strategies for each of the two bidders.  Analytical results indicate that value 

of US and the number of possible equilibrium strategies is affected by the value of the 

reserve prices being used for each object, as well as by the format of the auction being 

modeled.  

The numerical methods described herein suggest several dimensions in which 

multiple object auctions might be improved.  More specifically, the results indicate that 

in the case that participants are forced to bid on both objects, or not participate in the 

auction at all, the seller is able to raise the payment mechanism for one of the objects 

relative to the other and thereby capture the entirety of the bidders’ expected surplus.  

Furthermore, by changing the auction format such that the bidders’ bid values for both 

objects affects their relative probability of winning each of the objects independently, the 

seller is further able to eliminate equilibrium strategies and increase US, without needing 

to increase the payment mechanism.  Nonetheless, it appears that for optimization of the 

seller’s expected revenue, a combination of these two techniques is required.  

6.2 Discussion 

6.2.1 Real-World Implications 
 With its pertinence ranging from political economy to law and labor economics, 

auction design has come to be regarded as one of the most successful arenas for the 

application of economic theory into real-world settings (Allexandrova (2006), Klemperer 

(2002)).  While the conditions examined in this paper are extremely broad in their scope, 

the Game Theoretic outcomes have many implications for the future structuring of 

auctions with multiple objects.  More specifically, investigations into the effects of 

complementarities between objects being auctioned can be beneficial for the design of 

present and future auctions.   

 For example, the results of this paper may be implicated into future broadband 

sales by the Federal Communications Commission, a body that has historically relied 

upon economic experiments to inform the design of auctions related to privatization of 

licenses for electromagnetic spectrum (Connolly & Kwerel, 2007).  Since the sale of such 

objects is inherently an auction in which the objects exhibit complementarities, the results 
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of this paper and subsequent papers on this topic are extremely relevant.  Applications of 

this investigation further extend to other government-led activities, such as selling 

mobile-phone licenses, the privatization of companies, and cap-and-trade regulation 

(Born, 2010).  Nonetheless, due to the broad range of conditions that form the basis of 

this research, there remains a substantial body of work to be investigated before the 

results can be appropriately applied into real-world settings.  

6.2.2 Suggestions for Future Research 
 This research sought to examine the surplus scenarios for a two-biddder, two-

object auction format.  The research paves the way for using numerical techniques in 

order to design optimal auctions that maximize the seller’s expected revenue, while 

respecting the inherent conditions that must be upheld under any given auction 

mechanism (Myerson (1981), Born (2010)). For example, one might seek the answer to 

the question of what reserve price the auctioneer should set in an auction with multiple 

objects that exhibit complementary, and thus additive, values. This paper is informative 

in that it informs the designer of the general idea of how to structure an optimal auction 

under the given scenario, but provides little information on the precise mathematical 

means by which to find the specific values for the payment mechanisms.  It does however 

tell the designer that current mechanisms in place are inefficient in maximizing the 

seller’s revenue.  Further, the paper offers two possible scenarios under which a more 

optimal mechanism could be found.  

As previously mentioned, the effects of complementarities in simultaneous 

auctions have been studied by several researchers, including Rosenthal and Wang (1996), 

Krishna and Rosenthal (2003a,b), and Englamair et al. (2004). Nonetheless, all of these 

papers focus on variants of FPSB or SPSB auctions, limiting their ability to present 

alternative designs for optimal and efficient mechanisms.  Thus, similar research could 

apply the empirical approach of those papers to alternative mechanisms in order to 

determine whether or not these alternatives were better suited to the case of auctions in 

which the objects have complementarity values.  

To date, there is only one other paper known to the author that utilizes the linear 

programming approach to draw conclusions on the problem of optimizing the design of 
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auctions.  Born (2010) employs this technique in order to develop answers to the question 

of collusive behavior in FPSB auctions.  Similar applications of this technique could be 

used in an attempt to characterize or construct optimal mechanisms for auction formats, 

such as open-ascending auctions.  Moreover, the author’s original framework may be 

adjusted and extended in numerous ways.  For example, the framework could allow for 

more general settings such as asymmetric bidders or heterogeneous objects.  Further, 

extensions could incorporate budget constraints for the bidders or modifications to the 

assumptions of risk-neutral bidders and individual rationality.  Additionally, techniques 

similar to those used herein may be applied to the design of mechanisms of all sorts, even 

those beyond the scope of auction theory. 

7.0  Supplemental Material 

7.1 Appendix A: Figures 
 

 

Figure A.1: Expected Seller Revenue Under Altered Mechanism (VC = 0.0) 

 Figure A.1 demonstrates the application of techniques described in section 5.1 in 

the case of an altered probability mechanism (pi).  As shown, the seller’s expected 

revenue is not dependent on the “high bid” payment mechanism over the range
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€ 

mH
a ∈ 1.75,3.5( ) .  Instead, the figure shows that the important variable in this case is that 

of 

€ 

mL
a. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A.2: Expected Seller Revenue Under Altered Mechanism (VC = 0.5) 

Figure A.2 demonstrates the application of techniques described in section 5.1 in 

the case of an altered probability mechanism (pi) in the case of objects with small 

complementarity values.  As opposed to the case in Figure A.1, the seller’s expected 

revenue is dependent on both the high and low bid payment mechanisms,  and . 
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7.2 Appendix B: Sample Computer Coding 
Matlab Coding – Generates Values for Bidding Strategy, Revenues, and Plots 

*Auction with 2 Objects and 2 bidder, with Reserve Possibility 
  

This code maximizes each Bidders Revenue for both object simultaneously, that 
is to say that it adds their expected revenues and checks to see whether or not that meets 
the IR constraints. 
  
clear;  
  
% Define Variables 
  
    % Object Values 
        B1_Val_Obj1 = [ 1, 2 ]; 
        B1_Val_Obj2 = [ 1, 2 ]; 
        B2_Val_Obj1 = [ 1, 2 ]; 
        B2_Val_Obj2 = [ 1, 2 ]; 
         
        % Probability of Given Values 
            Obj1_ProbV = [ 0.4, 0.6 ]; 
            Obj2_ProbV = [ 0.4, 0.6 ]; 
         
        %Comp Value Currently Set to 1 
            Complementary_Value = [-0.50]; 
         
    % Pay Variables (Currently, Payment == Bid Value) 
        Obj1_M1 = [ 0.5: .05: 2.5 ]; 
        Obj1_M2 = [ 1.5: .05: 3.5 ]; 
        Obj2_M1 = [ 0.0: .25: 2.5 ]; 
        Obj2_M2 = [ 1.0: .25: 3.5]; 
     
     
    % Holder Variables 
         
        SellerRev = zeros(length(Obj1_M1), length(Obj1_M2), length(Obj2_M1), length(Obj2_M2)) ; 
             
        MyResultsHolder = zeros(length(Obj1_M1), length(Obj1_M2)); 
         
        ExpSurplus_Bidder1 = 0; 
        ExpSurplus_Bidder2 = 0; 
        Bidder1_SurHolder = 0; 
        Bidder2_SurHolder = 0; 
         
        Hold_Bidder1_Pay_Obj1 = 0; 
        Hold_Bidder1_Pay_Obj2 = 0; 
        Hold_Bidder2_Pay_Obj1 = 0; 
        Hold_Bidder2_Pay_Obj2 = 0; 
         
        % Bidder 1 check values 
        Bidder1_Check_BidVal_Obj1_V1 = 0; 
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        Bidder1_Check_BidVal_Obj1_V2 = 0; 
        Bidder1_Check_BidVal_Obj2_V1 = 0; 
        Bidder1_Check_BidVal_Obj2_V2 = 0; 
         
%************************** Mechanism Design *****************************% 
  
    % Probability Holder Matrices 
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj1 = zeros(2, 2, 2, 2); 
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj1 = zeros(2, 2, 2, 2); 
  
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj2 = zeros(2, 2, 2, 2); 
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj2 = zeros(2, 2, 2, 2); 
  
%******************** Probabilities for Object 1 *************************%  
     
    % Probabilities for Bidder 1, Object 1     
    % To be Read: Prob(B1 wins| Bid1Ob1, Bid1Obj2, Bid2Obj1, Bid2OBj2) 
                   
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HHHH =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HHHL =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HHLH =( 1.0 : 1.0 : 1.0 ); 
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HHLL =( 1.0 : 1.0 : 1.0 ); 
  
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HLHH =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HLHL =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HLLH =( 1.0 : 1.0 : 1.0 ); 
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HLLL =( 1.0 : 1.0 : 1.0 ); 
  
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LHHH =( 0.0 ); 
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LHHL =( 0.0 ); 
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LHLH =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LHLL =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
  
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LLHH =( 0.0 ); 
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LLHL =( 0.0 ); 
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LLLH =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LLLL =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
     
    % Probabilities for Bidder 2, OBject 1  
    % To be Read: Prob(B2 wins| Bid1Ob1, Bid1Obj2, Bid2Obj1, Bid2OBj2) 
                 
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HHHH =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HHHL =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HHLH =( 0.0 ); 
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HHLL =( 0.0 ); 
  
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HLHH =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HLHL =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HLLH =( 0.0 ); 
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HLLL =( 0.0 ); 
  
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_LHHH =( 1.0 : 1.0 : 1.0 ); 
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_LHHL =( 1.0 : 1.0 : 1.0 ); 
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_LHLH =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_LHLL =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
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    Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_LLHH =( 1.0 : 1.0 : 1.0 ); 
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_LLHL =( 1.0 : 1.0 : 1.0 ); 
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_LLLH =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_LLLL =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
     
%*********************Probabilities for Object 1**************************% 
     
    % Probabilities for Bidder 1, Object 2 
    % To be Read: Prob(B1 wins| Bid1Ob1, Bid1Obj2, Bid2Obj2, Bid2OBj2) 
                 
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HHHH =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HHHL =( 1.0 : 1.0 : 1.0 ); 
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HHLH =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HHLL =( 1.0 : 1.0 : 1.0 ); 
  
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HLHH =( 0.0 ); 
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HLHL =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HLLH =( 0.0 ); 
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HLLL =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
  
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LHHH =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LHHL =( 1.0 : 1.0 : 1.0 ); 
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LHLH =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LHLL =( 1.0 : 1.0 : 1.0 ); 
  
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LLHH =( 0.0 ); 
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LLHL =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LLLH =( 0.0 ); 
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LLLL =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
     
    % Probabilities for Bidder 2, Object 2 
    % To be Read: Prob(B2 wins| Bid1Ob1, Bid1Obj2, Bid2Obj2, Bid2OBj2) 
                 
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HHHH =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HHHL =( 0.0 ); 
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HHLH =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HHLL =( 0.0 ); 
  
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HLHH =( 1.0 : 1.0 : 1.0); 
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HLHL =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HLLH =( 1.0 : 1.0 : 1.0 ); 
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HLLL =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
  
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_LHHH =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_LHHL =( 0.0 ); 
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_LHLH =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_LHLL =( 0.0 ); 
  
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_LLHH =( 1.0 : 1.0 : 1.0 ); 
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_LLHL =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_LLLH =( 1.0 : 1.0 : 1.0 ); 
    Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_LLLL =( 0.5 : 0.5 : 0.5 ); 
     
     
%************* LOOP THROUGH ALL PROBABILITY VALUES Object 1 **************%  
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% Loop Through All Possible Mechanisms (Probabilities and Pays) 
  
% Loop Through all Bidder 1's Probabilities, Object 1 
for(B1_Obj1_a = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HHHH) ) 
for(B1_Obj1_b = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HHHL) )     
for(B1_Obj1_c = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HHLH) ) 
for(B1_Obj1_d = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HHLL) ) 
  
for(B1_Obj1_e = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HLHH) ) 
for(B1_Obj1_f = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HLHL) ) 
for(B1_Obj1_g = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HLLH) ) 
for(B1_Obj1_h = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HLLL) )  
  
for(B1_Obj1_i = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LHHH) )    
for(B1_Obj1_j = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LHHL) )  
for(B1_Obj1_k = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LHLH) ) 
for(B1_Obj1_l = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LHLL) )  
  
for(B1_Obj1_m = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LLHH) ) 
for(B1_Obj1_n = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LLHL) )  
for(B1_Obj1_o = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LLLH) ) 
for(B1_Obj1_p = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LLLL) ) 
     
% Loop Through ALl of Bidder 2's Probabilities, OBject 1 
for(B2_Obj1_a = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HHHH) ) 
for(B2_Obj1_b = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HHHL) )     
for(B2_Obj1_c = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HHLH) ) 
for(B2_Obj1_d = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HHLL) ) 
  
for(B2_Obj1_e = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HLHH) ) 
for(B2_Obj1_f = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HLHL) ) 
for(B2_Obj1_g = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HLLH) ) 
for(B2_Obj1_h = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HLLL) )  
  
for(B2_Obj1_i = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_LHHH) ) 
for(B2_Obj1_j = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_LHHL) )  
for(B2_Obj1_k = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_LHLH) ) 
for(B2_Obj1_l = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_LHLL) )  
  
for(B2_Obj1_m = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_LLHH) ) 
for(B2_Obj1_n = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_LLHL) )  
for(B2_Obj1_o = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_LLLH) ) 
for(B2_Obj1_p = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_LLLL) )  
         
%************** ENSURE PROBABILITY VALUES ARE WITHIN LIMITS **************% 
  
% Check That Probabilities Sum to <= 1     OBJECT 1 
  
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HHHH(B1_Obj1_a) + Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HHHH(B2_Obj1_a) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HHHL(B1_Obj1_b) + Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HHHL(B2_Obj1_b) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HHLH(B1_Obj1_c) + Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HHLH(B2_Obj1_c) > 1) 
   break; 
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end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HHLL(B1_Obj1_d) + Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HHLL(B2_Obj1_d) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HLHH(B1_Obj1_e) + Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HLHH(B2_Obj1_e) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HLHL(B1_Obj1_f) + Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HLHL(B2_Obj1_f) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HLLH(B1_Obj1_g) + Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HLLH(B2_Obj1_g) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HLLL(B1_Obj1_h) + Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HLLL(B2_Obj1_h) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LHHH(B1_Obj1_i) + Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_LHHH(B2_Obj1_i) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LHHL(B1_Obj1_j) + Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_LHHL(B2_Obj1_j) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LHLH(B1_Obj1_k) + Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_LHLH(B2_Obj1_k) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LHLL(B1_Obj1_l) + Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_LHLL(B2_Obj1_l) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LLHH(B1_Obj1_m) + Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LLHH(B2_Obj1_m) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LLHL(B1_Obj1_n) + Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LLHL(B2_Obj1_n) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LLLH(B1_Obj1_o) + Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LLLH(B2_Obj1_o) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LLLL(B1_Obj1_p) + Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LLLL(B2_Obj1_p) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
     
%***************** SET PROBABILITY VALUES For OBJECT  ********************% 
    % Set Probabilities into Probaility Matrices 
        % Probabilties for Bidder 1, Object 1 
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj1(2, 2, 2, 2) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HHHH(B1_Obj1_a);         
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj1(2, 2, 2, 1) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HHHL(B1_Obj1_b);  
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj1(2, 2, 1, 2) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HHLH(B1_Obj1_c);              
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj1(2, 2, 1, 1) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HHLL(B1_Obj1_d);  
  
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj1(2, 1, 2, 2) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HLHH(B1_Obj1_e);  
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj1(2, 1, 2, 1) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HLHL(B1_Obj1_f);  
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj1(2, 1, 1, 2) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HLLH(B1_Obj1_g); 
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj1(2, 1, 1, 1) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_HLLL(B1_Obj1_h); 
  
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj1(1, 2, 2, 2) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LHHH(B1_Obj1_i);  
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj1(1, 2, 2, 1) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LHHL(B1_Obj1_j);  
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        Prob_B1Wins_Obj1(1, 2, 1, 2) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LHLH(B1_Obj1_k);  
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj1(1, 2, 1, 1) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LHLL(B1_Obj1_l); 
  
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj1(1, 1, 2, 2) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LLHH(B1_Obj1_m); 
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj1(1, 1, 2, 1) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LLHL(B1_Obj1_n);  
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj1(1, 1, 1, 2) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LLLH(B1_Obj1_o);  
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj1(1, 1, 1, 1) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_LLLL(B1_Obj1_p);  
  
        % Probabilities for Bidder 2, Object 1 
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(2, 2, 2, 2) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HHHH(B2_Obj1_a);            
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(2, 2, 2, 1) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HHHL(B2_Obj1_b);  
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(2, 2, 1, 2) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HHLH(B2_Obj1_c);              
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(2, 2, 1, 1) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HHLL(B2_Obj1_d);  
  
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(2, 1, 2, 2) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HLHH(B2_Obj1_e);  
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(2, 1, 2, 1) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HLHL(B2_Obj1_f);  
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(2, 1, 1, 2) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HLLH(B2_Obj1_g); 
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(2, 1, 1, 1) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_HLLL(B2_Obj1_h); 
  
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(1, 2, 2, 2) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_LHHH(B2_Obj1_i);  
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(1, 2, 2, 1) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_LHHL(B2_Obj1_j);  
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(1, 2, 1, 2) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_LHLH(B2_Obj1_k);  
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(1, 2, 1, 1) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_LHLL(B2_Obj1_l); 
  
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(1, 1, 2, 2) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_LLHH(B2_Obj1_m); 
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(1, 1, 2, 1) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_LLHL(B2_Obj1_n);  
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(1, 1, 1, 2) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_LLLH(B2_Obj1_o);  
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(1, 1, 1, 1) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_LLLL(B2_Obj1_p); 
         
%************** LOOP THROUGH ALL PROBABILITY VALUES Object 2 *************%  
  
% Loop Through All Possible Mechanisms (Probabilities and Pays) 
  
% Loop Through all Bidder 1's Probabilities for Object 2 
for( B1_Obj2_a = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HHHH) ) 
for( B1_Obj2_b = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HHHL) )     
for( B1_Obj2_c = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HHLH) ) 
for( B1_Obj2_d = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HHLL) ) 
  
for( B1_Obj2_e = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HLHH) ) 
for( B1_Obj2_f = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HLHL) ) 
for( B1_Obj2_g = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HLLH) ) 
for( B1_Obj2_h = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HLLL) )  
  
for( B1_Obj2_i = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LHHH) ) 
for( B1_Obj2_j = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LHHL) )  
for( B1_Obj2_k = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LHLH) ) 
for( B1_Obj2_l = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LHLL) )  
  
for( B1_Obj2_m = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LLHH) ) 
for( B1_Obj2_n = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LLHL) )  
for( B1_Obj2_o = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LLLH) ) 
for( B1_Obj2_p = 1 : length(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LLLL) ) 
     
% Loop Through ALl of Bidder 2's Probabilities,for Object 2 
for( B2_Obj2_a = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HHHH) ) 
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for( B2_Obj2_b = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HHHL) )     
for( B2_Obj2_c = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HHLH) ) 
for( B2_Obj2_d = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HHLL) ) 
  
for( B2_Obj2_e = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HLHH) ) 
for( B2_Obj2_f = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HLHL) ) 
for( B2_Obj2_g = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HLLH) ) 
for( B2_Obj2_h = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HLLL) )  
  
for( B2_Obj2_i = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_LHHH) ) 
for( B2_Obj2_j = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_LHHL) )  
for( B2_Obj2_k = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_LHLH) ) 
for( B2_Obj2_l = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_LHLL) )  
  
for( B2_Obj2_m = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_LLHH) ) 
for( B2_Obj2_n = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_LLHL) )  
for( B2_Obj2_o = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_LLLH) ) 
for( B2_Obj2_p = 1 : length(Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_LLLL) )  
         
%********** ENSURE PROBABILITY VALUES Object 2 ARE WITHIN LIMITS *********% 
  
%Check That Probabilities Sum to <= 1      
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HHHH(B1_Obj2_a) + Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HHHH(B2_Obj2_a) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HHHL(B1_Obj2_b) + Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HHHL(B2_Obj2_b) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HHLH(B1_Obj2_c) + Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HHLH(B2_Obj2_c) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HHLL(B1_Obj2_d) + Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HHLL(B2_Obj2_d) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HLHH(B1_Obj2_e) + Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HLHH(B2_Obj2_e) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HLHL(B1_Obj2_f) + Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HLHL(B2_Obj2_f) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HLLH(B1_Obj2_g) + Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HLLH(B2_Obj2_g) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HLLL(B1_Obj2_h) + Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HLLL(B2_Obj2_h) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LHHH(B1_Obj2_i) + Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_LHHH(B2_Obj2_i) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LHHL(B1_Obj2_j) + Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_LHHL(B2_Obj2_j) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LHLH(B1_Obj2_k) + Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_LHLH(B2_Obj2_k) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LHLL(B1_Obj2_l) + Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_LHLL(B2_Obj2_l) > 1) 
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   break; 
end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LLHH(B1_Obj2_m) + Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LLHH(B2_Obj2_m) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LLHL(B1_Obj2_n) + Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LLHL(B2_Obj2_n) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LLLH(B1_Obj2_o) + Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LLLH(B2_Obj2_o) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
if(Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LLLL(B1_Obj2_p) + Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LLLL(B2_Obj2_p) > 1) 
   break; 
end; 
     
%******************* SET PROBABILITY VALUES, Object 2 ********************% 
     
    % Set Probabilities into Probaility Matrices 
        % Probabilties for Bidder 1, Object 2 
         
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj2(2, 2, 2, 2) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HHHH(B1_Obj2_a);            
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj2(2, 2, 2, 1) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HHHL(B1_Obj2_b);  
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj2(2, 2, 1, 2) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HHLH(B1_Obj2_c);              
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj2(2, 2, 1, 1) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HHLL(B1_Obj2_d);  
  
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj2(2, 1, 2, 2) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HLHH(B1_Obj2_e);  
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj2(2, 1, 2, 1) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HLHL(B1_Obj2_f);  
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj2(2, 1, 1, 2) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HLLH(B1_Obj2_g); 
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj2(2, 1, 1, 1) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_HLLL(B1_Obj2_h); 
  
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj2(1, 2, 2, 2) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LHHH(B1_Obj2_i);  
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj2(1, 2, 2, 1) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LHHL(B1_Obj2_j);  
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj2(1, 2, 1, 2) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LHLH(B1_Obj2_k);  
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj2(1, 2, 1, 1) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LHLL(B1_Obj2_l); 
  
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj2(1, 1, 2, 2) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LLHH(B1_Obj2_m); 
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj2(1, 1, 2, 1) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LLHL(B1_Obj2_n);  
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj2(1, 1, 1, 2) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LLLH(B1_Obj2_o);  
        Prob_B1Wins_Obj2(1, 1, 1, 1) = Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_LLLL(B1_Obj2_p);  
  
        % Probabilities for Bidder 2, Object 2 
         
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(2, 2, 2, 2) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HHHH(B2_Obj2_a);            
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(2, 2, 2, 1) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HHHL(B2_Obj2_b);  
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(2, 2, 1, 2) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HHLH(B2_Obj2_c);              
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(2, 2, 1, 1) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HHLL(B2_Obj2_d);  
  
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(2, 1, 2, 2) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HLHH(B2_Obj2_e);  
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(2, 1, 2, 1) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HLHL(B2_Obj2_f);  
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(2, 1, 1, 2) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HLLH(B2_Obj2_g); 
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(2, 1, 1, 1) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_HLLL(B2_Obj2_h); 
  
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(1, 2, 2, 2) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_LHHH(B2_Obj2_i);  
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(1, 2, 2, 1) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_LHHL(B2_Obj2_j);  
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(1, 2, 1, 2) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_LHLH(B2_Obj2_k);  
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(1, 2, 1, 1) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_LHLL(B2_Obj2_l); 
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        Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(1, 1, 2, 2) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_LLHH(B2_Obj2_m); 
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(1, 1, 2, 1) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_LLHL(B2_Obj2_n);  
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(1, 1, 1, 2) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_LLLH(B2_Obj2_o);  
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(1, 1, 1, 1) = Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_LLLL(B2_Obj2_p); 
                 
         
%************ LOOP THROUGH PAYMENT VALUES FOR EACH OBJECT ****************% 
  
    % To be read: "Pay for Obj X given Bid Y) 
     
    for( Obj1_Bid1 = 1 : length(Obj1_M1) ) 
    for( Obj1_Bid2 = 1 : length(Obj1_M2) ) 
    for( Obj2_Bid1 = 1 : length(Obj2_M1) ) 
    for( Obj2_Bid2 = 1 : length(Obj2_M2) ) 
         
%**************** LOOP THROUGH Complementary VALUES *********************% 
     
    for( CompVal_Iter = 1: length(Complementary_Value) ) 
         
%******************* SET BIDDER 1'S STRATEGY VALUES **********************%    
  
        % Loop Through Possible Strategies for Bidder 1 
        % To be read: "Bidder 1's Bid For Obj X Given Val Y ) 
         
        for( B1_Obj1_Val1 = 1 : length(B1_Val_Obj1) ) 
        for( B1_Obj1_Val2 = 1 : length(B1_Val_Obj1) ) 
        for( B1_Obj2_Val1 = 1 : length(B1_Val_Obj2) ) 
        for( B1_Obj2_Val2 = 1 : length(B1_Val_Obj2) )             
  
%**** FIND BIDDER 2'S OPTIMAL RESPONSE TO BIDDER 1's Current Strategy ****% 
         
    % Loop Through Possible Strategies for Bidder 2 to Find Opt Strategy 
    % To be read: "Bidder 2's Bid For Obj X Given Val Y ) 
     
        for( B2_Obj1_Val1 = 1 : length(B2_Val_Obj1) ) 
        for( B2_Obj1_Val2 = 1 : length(B2_Val_Obj1) ) 
        for( B2_Obj2_Val1 = 1 : length(B2_Val_Obj2) ) 
        for( B2_Obj2_Val2 = 1 : length(B2_Val_Obj2) ) 
         
  
            % Determine Pays Given Bidder 2's Current Strategy 
                % Object 1 
                    %Value 1 
                    if( B2_Obj1_Val1 == 1 ) %Bid is Bid Value(1) 
                         
                        Pay2_Obj1_V1 = Obj1_M1(Obj1_Bid1); 
  
                    elseif( B2_Obj1_Val1 == 2) %Bid is Bid Value(2) 
                         
                        Pay2_Obj1_V1 = Obj1_M2(Obj1_Bid2); 
                         
                    end; 
                     
                    % Value 2 
                    if( B2_Obj1_Val2 == 1 ) %Bid is Bid Value(1) 
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                        Pay2_Obj1_V2 = Obj1_M1(Obj1_Bid1); 
  
                    elseif( B2_Obj1_Val2 == 2) %Bid is Bid Value(2) 
                         
                        Pay2_Obj1_V2 = Obj1_M2(Obj1_Bid2); 
                         
                    end; 
             
                % Object 2 
                    % Value 1 
                    if( B2_Obj2_Val1 == 1 ) %Bid is Bid Value(1) 
                         
                        Pay2_Obj2_V1 = Obj2_M1(Obj2_Bid1); 
  
                    elseif( B2_Obj2_Val1 == 2 ) %Bid is Bid Value(2) 
                         
                        Pay2_Obj2_V1 = Obj2_M2(Obj2_Bid2); 
                         
                    end; 
                     
                    % Value 2 
                    if( B2_Obj2_Val2 == 1 ) %Bid is Bid Value(1) 
                         
                        Pay2_Obj2_V2 = Obj2_M1(Obj2_Bid1); 
  
                    elseif( B2_Obj2_Val2 == 2) %Bid is Bid Value(2) 
                         
                        Pay2_Obj2_V2 = Obj2_M2(Obj2_Bid2); 
                         
                    end; 
                     
                     
   % ********** Calculate Expected Pay for Bidder 2 for Each Object ******% 
              
    %******** Holder Values for Probability of B2 Winning *************** 
         
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_V1 = ... 
             ( Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(B1_Obj1_Val1, B1_Obj2_Val1, B2_Obj1_Val1, B2_Obj2_Val1) * 
Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(1) ... 
             + Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(B1_Obj1_Val1, B1_Obj2_Val1, B2_Obj1_Val1, B2_Obj2_Val2) * 
Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(2) ... 
             + Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(B1_Obj1_Val1, B1_Obj2_Val2, B2_Obj1_Val1, B2_Obj2_Val1) * 
Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(1) ... 
             + Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(B1_Obj1_Val1, B1_Obj2_Val2, B2_Obj1_Val1, B2_Obj2_Val2) * 
Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(2) ... 
             + Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(B1_Obj1_Val2, B1_Obj2_Val1, B2_Obj1_Val1, B2_Obj2_Val1) * 
Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(1) ... 
             + Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(B1_Obj1_Val2, B1_Obj2_Val1, B2_Obj1_Val1, B2_Obj2_Val2) * 
Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(2) ... 
             + Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(B1_Obj1_Val2, B1_Obj2_Val2, B2_Obj1_Val1, B2_Obj2_Val1) * 
Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(1) ... 
             + Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(B1_Obj1_Val2, B1_Obj2_Val2, B2_Obj1_Val1, B2_Obj2_Val2) * 
Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(2) ); 
    
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_V2 = ... 
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             ( Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(B1_Obj1_Val1, B1_Obj2_Val1, B2_Obj1_Val2, B2_Obj2_Val1) * 
Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(1) ... 
             + Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(B1_Obj1_Val1, B1_Obj2_Val1, B2_Obj1_Val2, B2_Obj2_Val2) * 
Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(2) ... 
             + Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(B1_Obj1_Val1, B1_Obj2_Val2, B2_Obj1_Val2, B2_Obj2_Val1) * 
Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(1) ... 
             + Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(B1_Obj1_Val1, B1_Obj2_Val2, B2_Obj1_Val2, B2_Obj2_Val2) * 
Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(2) ... 
             + Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(B1_Obj1_Val2, B1_Obj2_Val1, B2_Obj1_Val2, B2_Obj2_Val1) * 
Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(1) ... 
             + Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(B1_Obj1_Val2, B1_Obj2_Val1, B2_Obj1_Val2, B2_Obj2_Val2) * 
Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(2) ... 
             + Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(B1_Obj1_Val2, B1_Obj2_Val2, B2_Obj1_Val2, B2_Obj2_Val1) * 
Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(1) ... 
             + Prob_B2Wins_Obj1(B1_Obj1_Val2, B1_Obj2_Val2, B2_Obj1_Val2, B2_Obj2_Val2) * 
Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(2) ); 
         
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_V1 = ... 
             ( Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(B1_Obj1_Val1, B1_Obj2_Val1, B2_Obj1_Val1, B2_Obj2_Val1) * 
Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(1) * Obj1_ProbV(1) ... 
             + Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(B1_Obj1_Val1, B1_Obj2_Val1, B2_Obj1_Val2, B2_Obj2_Val1) * 
Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(1) * Obj1_ProbV(2) ... 
             + Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(B1_Obj1_Val1, B1_Obj2_Val2, B2_Obj1_Val1, B2_Obj2_Val1) * 
Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(2) * Obj1_ProbV(1) ... 
             + Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(B1_Obj1_Val1, B1_Obj2_Val2, B2_Obj1_Val2, B2_Obj2_Val1) * 
Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(2) * Obj1_ProbV(2) ... 
             + Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(B1_Obj1_Val2, B1_Obj2_Val1, B2_Obj1_Val1, B2_Obj2_Val1) * 
Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(1) * Obj1_ProbV(1) ... 
             + Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(B1_Obj1_Val2, B1_Obj2_Val1, B2_Obj1_Val2, B2_Obj2_Val1) * 
Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(1) * Obj1_ProbV(2) ... 
             + Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(B1_Obj1_Val2, B1_Obj2_Val2, B2_Obj1_Val1, B2_Obj2_Val1) * 
Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(2) * Obj1_ProbV(1) ... 
             + Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(B1_Obj1_Val2, B1_Obj2_Val2, B2_Obj1_Val2, B2_Obj2_Val1) * 
Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(2) * Obj1_ProbV(2) ); 
          
        Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_V2 = ... 
             ( Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(B1_Obj1_Val1, B1_Obj2_Val1, B2_Obj1_Val1, B2_Obj2_Val2) * 
Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(1) * Obj1_ProbV(1) ... 
             + Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(B1_Obj1_Val1, B1_Obj2_Val1, B2_Obj1_Val2, B2_Obj2_Val2) * 
Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(1) * Obj1_ProbV(2) ... 
             + Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(B1_Obj1_Val1, B1_Obj2_Val2, B2_Obj1_Val1, B2_Obj2_Val2) * 
Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(2) * Obj1_ProbV(1) ... 
             + Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(B1_Obj1_Val1, B1_Obj2_Val2, B2_Obj1_Val2, B2_Obj2_Val2) * 
Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(2) * Obj1_ProbV(2) ... 
             + Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(B1_Obj1_Val2, B1_Obj2_Val1, B2_Obj1_Val1, B2_Obj2_Val2) * 
Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(1) * Obj1_ProbV(1) ... 
             + Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(B1_Obj1_Val2, B1_Obj2_Val1, B2_Obj1_Val2, B2_Obj2_Val2) * 
Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(1) * Obj1_ProbV(2) ... 
             + Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(B1_Obj1_Val2, B1_Obj2_Val2, B2_Obj1_Val1, B2_Obj2_Val2) * 
Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(2) * Obj1_ProbV(1) ... 
             + Prob_B2Wins_Obj2(B1_Obj1_Val2, B1_Obj2_Val2, B2_Obj1_Val2, B2_Obj2_Val2) * 
Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(2) * Obj1_ProbV(2) ); 
      
      
     %********** Calculate Expected Payment for Bidder 2 *****************% 
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        % Object 1, Value 1 
        B2_ExpPay_Obj1_V1 = ... 
             ( Obj1_ProbV(1) * Pay2_Obj1_V1 ) * Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_V1; 
  
        % Object 1, Value 2 
        B2_ExpPay_Obj1_V2 = ... 
             ( Obj1_ProbV(2) * Pay2_Obj1_V2 ) * Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_V2; 
              
        % Object 2, Value 1 
        B2_ExpPay_Obj2_V1 = ... 
             ( Obj2_ProbV(1) * Pay2_Obj2_V1 ) * Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_V1; 
              
        % Object 2, Value 2 
        B2_ExpPay_Obj2_V2 = ... 
             ( Obj2_ProbV(2) * Pay2_Obj2_V2 ) * Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_V2; 
              
  
        % Calculate Bidder 2's Total Expected Pay for Each Object 
            ExpPay_Bidder2_Obj1 = B2_ExpPay_Obj1_V1 + B2_ExpPay_Obj1_V2;             
            ExpPay_Bidder2_Obj2 = B2_ExpPay_Obj2_V1 + B2_ExpPay_Obj2_V2; 
              
             
     %********** Calculate Expected Revnue for Bidder 2 ******************%           
                 
        % Object 1, Value 1 
        B2_ExpRev_Obj1_V1 = ... 
             ( Obj1_ProbV(1) * B2_Val_Obj1(1) ) * Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_V1; 
  
        % Object 1, Value 2 
        B2_ExpRev_Obj1_V2 = ... 
             ( Obj1_ProbV(2) * B2_Val_Obj1(2) ) * Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_V2; 
  
  
        % Object 2, Value 1 
        B2_ExpRev_Obj2_V1 = ... 
             ( Obj2_ProbV(1) * B2_Val_Obj2(1) ) * Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_V1; 
  
        % Object 2, Value 2 
        B2_ExpRev_Obj2_V2 = ... 
             ( Obj2_ProbV(2) * B2_Val_Obj2(2) ) * Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_V2; 
  
          
%********* Calculate Expected Complementarity Value for Bidder 2 ********% 
          
    % CALCULATE SURPLUS FROM WINNING BOTH OBJECTS (COMPLEMENTARITY) 
        B2_ExpCompRev = ...                 
            Complementary_Value(CompVal_Iter) * ... 
            ( Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_V1 * Obj1_ProbV(1) ... 
            + Prob_B2Wins_Obj1_V2 * Obj1_ProbV(2) ... 
            + Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_V1 * Obj2_ProbV(1) ... 
            + Prob_B2Wins_Obj2_V2 * Obj2_ProbV(2) ); 
          
     % Calcualte Bidder 2's Total Expected Revenue for Each Object 
        TotalRev_Bidder2_Obj1 = B2_ExpRev_Obj1_V1 + B2_ExpRev_Obj1_V2; 
        TotalRev_Bidder2_Obj2 = B2_ExpRev_Obj2_V1 + B2_ExpRev_Obj2_V2; 
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     % Now Calculate Bidder 2's Expected Surplus for Each Object      
     ExpSurplus_Bidder2_Obj1 = TotalRev_Bidder2_Obj1 - ExpPay_Bidder2_Obj1; 
     ExpSurplus_Bidder2_Obj2 = TotalRev_Bidder2_Obj2 - ExpPay_Bidder2_Obj2; 
  
     Bidder2_SurHolder = (TotalRev_Bidder2_Obj1 - ExpPay_Bidder2_Obj1)... 
                       + (TotalRev_Bidder2_Obj2 - ExpPay_Bidder2_Obj2)... 
                       + B2_ExpCompRev;                     
                    
   %*****************Check IF OPTIMAL STRATEGY for Bidder 2 ***************     
         if(Bidder2_SurHolder >= ExpSurplus_Bidder2) 
             
            % Set New Max Expected Surplus to Current Value 
                ExpSurplus_Bidder2 = Bidder2_SurHolder; 
  
            % Hold Values of Bidder 2's Current  Strategy 
                Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V1 = B2_Obj1_Val1; 
                Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V2 = B2_Obj1_Val2; 
                Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V1 = B2_Obj2_Val1; 
                Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V2 = B2_Obj2_Val2; 
  
            % Hold Payment Amounts 
                Hold_Bidder2_Pay_Obj1 = ExpPay_Bidder2_Obj1; 
                Hold_Bidder2_Pay_Obj2 = ExpPay_Bidder2_Obj2; 
                 
         end; 
              
    %End Statements for Bidder 2's Strategies 
    end; 
    end; 
    end; 
    end; 
  
   
%********FIND BIDDER 1'S OPT RESPONSE TO BIDDER 2's Current Strategy******* 
    % Check to see if Bidder 2 Created Strategy to Improve Efficiency ** 
  
if( ExpSurplus_Bidder2 ~= 0 ) 
        
        % Given Bidder 2's Optimal Strategy, FIND BIDDER 1'S Strategy 
        for(B1_O1_V1_Check = 1 : length(B1_Val_Obj1) ) 
        for(B1_O1_V2_Check = 1 : length(B1_Val_Obj1) ) 
        for(B1_O2_V1_Check = 1 : length(B1_Val_Obj2) ) 
        for(B1_O2_V2_Check = 1 : length(B1_Val_Obj2) ) 
         
  
            % Determine Pays Given Bidder 1's Current Bid Strategy 
                % Object 1 
                    % Value 1 
                    if(B1_O1_V1_Check == 1 ) %Bid is Bid Value(1) 
                         
                        Pay1_Obj1_V1 = Obj1_M1(Obj1_Bid1); 
  
                    elseif(B1_O1_V1_Check == 2) %Bid is Bid Value(2) 
                         
                        Pay1_Obj1_V1 = Obj1_M2(Obj1_Bid2); 
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                    end; 
                     
                    % Value 2 
                    if(B1_O1_V2_Check == 1 ) %Bid is Bid Value(1) 
                         
                        Pay1_Obj1_V2 = Obj1_M1(Obj1_Bid1); 
  
                    elseif(B1_O1_V2_Check == 2) %Bid is Bid Value(2) 
                         
                        Pay1_Obj1_V2 = Obj1_M2(Obj1_Bid2); 
                         
                    end; 
             
                % Object 2 
                    % Value 1 
                    if(B1_O2_V1_Check == 1 ) %Bid is Bid Value(1) 
                         
                        Pay1_Obj2_V1 = Obj2_M1(Obj2_Bid1); 
  
                    elseif(B1_O2_V1_Check ==2) %Bid is Bid Value(2) 
                         
                        Pay1_Obj2_V1 = Obj2_M2(Obj2_Bid2); 
                         
                    end; 
                     
                    % Value 2 
                    if(B1_O2_V2_Check == 1 ) %Bid is Bid Value(1) 
                         
                        Pay1_Obj2_V2 = Obj2_M1(Obj2_Bid1); 
  
                    elseif(B1_O2_V2_Check == 2) %Bid is Bid Value(2) 
                         
                        Pay1_Obj2_V2 = Obj2_M2(Obj2_Bid2); 
                         
                    end; 
                     
  %********** Calculate Expected Pay for Bidder 1 for Each Object ********%                     
  
    %******** Holder Values for Probability of B2 Winning *************** 
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_V1 = ... 
         ( Prob_B1Wins_Obj1( B1_O1_V1_Check, B1_O2_V1_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V1, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V1 ) * Obj2_ProbV(1) * Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(1) ... 
         + Prob_B1Wins_Obj1( B1_O1_V1_Check, B1_O2_V1_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V1, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V2 ) * Obj2_ProbV(1) * Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(2) ... 
         + Prob_B1Wins_Obj1( B1_O1_V1_Check, B1_O2_V1_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V2, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V1 ) * Obj2_ProbV(1) * Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(1) ... 
         + Prob_B1Wins_Obj1( B1_O1_V1_Check, B1_O2_V1_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V2, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V2 ) * Obj2_ProbV(1) * Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(2) ... 
         + Prob_B1Wins_Obj1( B1_O1_V1_Check, B1_O2_V2_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V1, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V1 ) * Obj2_ProbV(2) * Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(1) ... 
         + Prob_B1Wins_Obj1( B1_O1_V1_Check, B1_O2_V2_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V1, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V2 ) * Obj2_ProbV(2) * Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(2) ... 
         + Prob_B1Wins_Obj1( B1_O1_V1_Check, B1_O2_V2_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V2, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V1 ) * Obj2_ProbV(2) * Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(1) ... 
         + Prob_B1Wins_Obj1( B1_O1_V1_Check, B1_O2_V2_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V2, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V2 ) * Obj2_ProbV(2) * Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(2) ); 
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    Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_V2 = ... 
         ( Prob_B1Wins_Obj1( B1_O1_V2_Check, B1_O2_V1_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V1, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V1) * Obj2_ProbV(1) * Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(1) ... 
         + Prob_B1Wins_Obj1( B1_O1_V2_Check, B1_O2_V1_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V1, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V2) * Obj2_ProbV(1) * Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(2) ... 
         + Prob_B1Wins_Obj1( B1_O1_V2_Check, B1_O2_V1_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V2, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V1) * Obj2_ProbV(1) * Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(1) ... 
         + Prob_B1Wins_Obj1( B1_O1_V2_Check, B1_O2_V1_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V2, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V2) * Obj2_ProbV(1) * Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(2) ... 
         + Prob_B1Wins_Obj1( B1_O1_V2_Check, B1_O2_V2_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V1, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V1) * Obj2_ProbV(2) * Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(1) ... 
         + Prob_B1Wins_Obj1( B1_O1_V2_Check, B1_O2_V2_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V1, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V2) * Obj2_ProbV(2) * Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(2) ... 
         + Prob_B1Wins_Obj1( B1_O1_V2_Check, B1_O2_V2_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V2, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V1) * Obj2_ProbV(2) * Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(1) ... 
         + Prob_B1Wins_Obj1( B1_O1_V2_Check, B1_O2_V2_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V2, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V2) * Obj2_ProbV(2) * Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(2) ); 
  
  
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_V1 = ... 
         ( Prob_B1Wins_Obj2( B1_O1_V1_Check, B1_O2_V1_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V1, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V1 ) * Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(1) ... 
         + Prob_B1Wins_Obj2( B1_O1_V1_Check, B1_O2_V1_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V1, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V2 ) * Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(2) ... 
         + Prob_B1Wins_Obj2( B1_O1_V1_Check, B1_O2_V1_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V2, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V1 ) * Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(1) ... 
         + Prob_B1Wins_Obj2( B1_O1_V1_Check, B1_O2_V1_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V2, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V2 ) * Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(2) ... 
         + Prob_B1Wins_Obj2( B1_O1_V2_Check, B1_O2_V1_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V1, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V1 ) * Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(1) ... 
         + Prob_B1Wins_Obj2( B1_O1_V2_Check, B1_O2_V1_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V1, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V2 ) * Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(2) ... 
         + Prob_B1Wins_Obj2( B1_O1_V2_Check, B1_O2_V1_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V2, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V1 ) * Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(1) ... 
         + Prob_B1Wins_Obj2( B1_O1_V2_Check, B1_O2_V1_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V2, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V2 ) * Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(2) ); 
  
         
    Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_V2 = ... 
         ( Prob_B1Wins_Obj2( B1_O1_V1_Check, B1_O2_V2_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V1, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V1 ) * Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(1) ... 
         + Prob_B1Wins_Obj2( B1_O1_V1_Check, B1_O2_V2_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V1, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V2 ) * Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(2) ... 
         + Prob_B1Wins_Obj2( B1_O1_V1_Check, B1_O2_V2_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V2, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V1 ) * Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(1) ... 
         + Prob_B1Wins_Obj2( B1_O1_V1_Check, B1_O2_V2_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V2, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V2 ) * Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(2) ... 
         + Prob_B1Wins_Obj2( B1_O1_V2_Check, B1_O2_V2_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V1, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V1 ) * Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(1) ... 
         + Prob_B1Wins_Obj2( B1_O1_V2_Check, B1_O2_V2_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V1, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V2 ) * Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj1_ProbV(1) * Obj2_ProbV(2) ... 
         + Prob_B1Wins_Obj2( B1_O1_V2_Check, B1_O2_V2_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V2, 
Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V1 ) * Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(1) ... 
         + Prob_B1Wins_Obj2( B1_O1_V2_Check, B1_O2_V2_Check, Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V2, 
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Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V2 ) * Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj1_ProbV(2) * Obj2_ProbV(2) ); 
           
  
   
    %********** Calculate Expected Revnue for Bidder 1 ******************% 
    % Object 1, Value 1 
    B1_ExpPay_Obj1_V1 = ... 
         ( Obj1_ProbV(1) * Pay1_Obj1_V1 ) * Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_V1; 
  
    % Object 1, Value 2 
    B1_ExpPay_Obj1_V2 = ... 
         ( Obj1_ProbV(2) * Pay1_Obj1_V2 ) * Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_V2; 
          
    % Object 2, Value 1 
    B1_ExpPay_Obj2_V1 = ... 
         ( Obj2_ProbV(1) * Pay1_Obj2_V1 ) * Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_V1; 
          
    % Object 2, Value 2 
    B1_ExpPay_Obj2_V2 = ... 
         ( Obj2_ProbV(2) * Pay1_Obj2_V2 ) * Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_V2; 
        
                  
    % Calculate Bidder 2's Total Expected Pay for Each Object          
             ExpPay_Bidder1_Obj1 = B1_ExpPay_Obj1_V1 + B1_ExpPay_Obj1_V2;             
             ExpPay_Bidder1_Obj2 = B1_ExpPay_Obj2_V1 + B1_ExpPay_Obj2_V2;                           
              
  %********* Calculate Expected Revenue for Bidder 2 for Each Object *****%  
   
    % Calculate Expected Revenue For Bidder 1 Given Bidder 2's Strategy 
        %Object 1, Value 1 
        B1_ExpRev_Obj1_V1 = ... 
             ( Obj1_ProbV(1) * B1_Val_Obj1(1) ) * Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_V1; 
          
        % Object 1, Value 2 
        B1_ExpRev_Obj1_V2 = ... 
             ( Obj1_ProbV(2) * B1_Val_Obj1(2) ) * Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_V2; 
          
        % Object 2, Value 1 
        B1_ExpRev_Obj2_V1 = ... 
             ( Obj2_ProbV(1) * B1_Val_Obj2(1) ) * Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_V1; 
          
        % Object 2, Value 2 
        B1_ExpRev_Obj2_V2 = ... 
             ( Obj2_ProbV(2) * B1_Val_Obj2(2) ) * Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_V2; 
          
          
    % CALCULATE SURPLUS FROM WINNING BOTH OBJECTS (COMPLEMENTARITY) 
  
        B1_ExpCompRev = ...                 
            Complementary_Value(CompVal_Iter) * ... 
            ( Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_V1 * Obj1_ProbV(1)  ... 
            + Prob_B1Wins_Obj1_V2 * Obj1_ProbV(2)  ... 
            + Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_V1 * Obj2_ProbV(1)  ... 
            + Prob_B1Wins_Obj2_V2 * Obj2_ProbV(2) ); 
          
     % Calcualte Bidder 1's Total Expected Revenue for Each Object          
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        TotalRev_Bidder1_Obj1 = B1_ExpRev_Obj1_V1 + B1_ExpRev_Obj1_V2; 
        TotalRev_Bidder1_Obj2 = B1_ExpRev_Obj2_V1 + B1_ExpRev_Obj2_V2; 
                  
     % Now Calculate Bidder 1's Expected Surplus for Each Object 
         ExpSurplus_Bidder1_Obj1 = TotalRev_Bidder1_Obj1 - ExpPay_Bidder1_Obj1; 
         ExpSurplus_Bidder1_Obj2 = TotalRev_Bidder1_Obj2 - ExpPay_Bidder1_Obj2; 
  
         % HOLD Total Surplus for Bidder 1:    
         Bidder1_SurHolder = ...  
                         ( TotalRev_Bidder1_Obj1 - ExpPay_Bidder1_Obj1 )... 
                       + ( TotalRev_Bidder1_Obj2 - ExpPay_Bidder1_Obj2 )... 
                       +   B1_ExpCompRev ; 
  
         % Check if this is an Optimal Strategy 
             if(Bidder1_SurHolder >= ExpSurplus_Bidder1) 
                  
                %Set New Max Expected Surplus to Current Value 
                    ExpSurplus_Bidder1 = Bidder1_SurHolder; 
                     
                %Hold Values of Bidder 1's Current  Strategy 
                    Bidder1_Check_BidVal_Obj1_V1 = B1_O1_V1_Check; 
                    Bidder1_Check_BidVal_Obj1_V2 = B1_O1_V2_Check; 
                    Bidder1_Check_BidVal_Obj2_V1 = B1_O2_V1_Check; 
                    Bidder1_Check_BidVal_Obj2_V2 = B1_O2_V2_Check; 
                     
                %Hold Values of Bidder's Current Expected Pays 
                    Hold_Bidder1_Pay_Obj1 = ExpPay_Bidder1_Obj1; 
                    Hold_Bidder1_Pay_Obj2 = ExpPay_Bidder1_Obj2; 
     
             end; 
              
        % End Statements for Check Iteration of Bidder 1's Strategies 
        end; 
        end; 
        end; 
        end; 
         
end; %End Efficiency Check 
         
%********** Check to see if Bidder 1's Original Strategy is Optimal ******% 
  
        % See if Bidder 1's Strategy Remained the Same 
        if(     Bidder1_Check_BidVal_Obj1_V1 == B1_Obj1_Val1 ... 
             && Bidder1_Check_BidVal_Obj1_V2 == B1_Obj1_Val2 ...   
             && Bidder1_Check_BidVal_Obj2_V1 == B1_Obj2_Val1 ... 
             && Bidder1_Check_BidVal_Obj2_V2 == B1_Obj2_Val2 ) 
  
         % ******************** At this Point ************************** % 
            % IR and IC constraints have been checked and met 
            % Bidder 1 and 2's Expected Revenue Have Been Calculated  
             
            % ****************************************************% 
                % *Now we need to calculate Expected Revenue             
          
            % Calculate Seller Revenue For Each Obj and Total 
            SellerRev_Obj1 = Hold_Bidder1_Pay_Obj1 + Hold_Bidder2_Pay_Obj1; 
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            SellerRev_Obj2 = Hold_Bidder1_Pay_Obj2 + Hold_Bidder2_Pay_Obj2; 
            
            Tot_Seller_Rev = (SellerRev_Obj1 + SellerRev_Obj2 ); 
      
             
            % Display Seller Revenue and Bidder Strategies                         
                % Mechanism and Complementary Values 
                if(Tot_Seller_Rev >= 3.67) 
                     
                    Pay1_O1 = Obj1_M1(Obj1_Bid1); 
                    Pay2_O1 = Obj1_M2(Obj1_Bid2); 
                    Pay1_O2 = Obj2_M1(Obj2_Bid1); 
                    Pay2_O2 = Obj2_M2(Obj2_Bid2); 
                    CompV = Complementary_Value(CompVal_Iter); 
                end;     
                 
                % Seller Revenue 
                    SellerRev_Obj1; 
                    SellerRev_Obj2; 
                    Tot_Seller_Rev 
                     
                % Seller Revnue for Both OBjects: 
                    Hold_Bidder1_Pay_Obj1; 
                    Hold_Bidder2_Pay_Obj1; 
                    Hold_Bidder1_Pay_Obj2; 
                    Hold_Bidder2_Pay_Obj2; 
                 
                % Bidder Surplus 
                    ExpSurplus_Bidder1; 
                     
                % Bidder 1's Strategies 
                    B1_Obj1_Val1; 
                    B1_Obj1_Val2; 
                    B1_Obj2_Val1; 
                    B1_Obj2_Val2; 
                     
                % Bidder 2's Strategies 
                    Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V1; 
                    Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V2; 
                    Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V1; 
                    Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V2;  
                    
                    %Hold Revenue Value 
                    SellerRev(Obj1_Bid1, Obj1_Bid2, Obj2_Bid1, Obj2_Bid2) = Tot_Seller_Rev; 
                    MyResultsHolder(Obj1_Bid2, Obj1_Bid1) = Tot_Seller_Rev;  
                     
                                                             
        end; % Ends If Check 
                    
        % Re-Set HOlder Variables to Zero 
            ExpSurplus_Bidder1 = 0; 
            ExpSurplus_Bidder2 = 0; 
            Bidder1_SurHolder = 0; 
            Bidder2_SurHolder = 0; 
  
            Hold_Bidder1_Pay_Obj1 = 0; 
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            Hold_Bidder1_Pay_Obj2 = 0; 
            Hold_Bidder2_Pay_Obj1 = 0; 
            Hold_Bidder2_Pay_Obj2 = 0; 
             
            Bidder1_Check_BidVal_Obj1_V1 = 0; 
            Bidder1_Check_BidVal_Obj1_V2 = 0; 
            Bidder1_Check_BidVal_Obj2_V1 = 0; 
            Bidder1_Check_BidVal_Obj2_V2 = 0; 
             
            Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V1 = 0; 
            Bidder2_BidVal_Obj1_V2 = 0; 
            Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V1 = 0; 
            Bidder2_BidVal_Obj2_V2 = 0; 
  
             
             
             
        % End Statements for Bidder 1's Strategy Loops 
        end; 
        end; 
        end; 
        end; 
  
    % END Statements for Complementary Value Loop 
    end;  
    % END Statements for Pay Mechanism Loops 
    end;  
    end; 
    end; 
    end; 
     
% End Statements for Bidder 2's Probabilities, OBject 2 
end; 
end; 
end; 
end; 
  
end; 
end; 
end; 
end;     
  
end; 
end; 
end; 
end;     
  
end; 
end; 
end; 
end; 
     
% End Statements for Bidder 1's Probabilities, Object 2 
end; 
end; 
end; 
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end; 
  
end; 
end; 
end; 
end; 
  
end; 
end; 
end; 
end; 
  
end; 
end; 
end; 
end; 
     
     
% End Statements for Bidder 2's Probabilities, OBject 1 
end; 
end; 
end; 
end; 
  
end; 
end; 
end; 
end;     
  
end; 
end; 
end; 
end;     
  
end; 
end; 
end; 
end; 
     
% End Statements for Bidder 1's Probabilities, Object 1 
end; 
end; 
end; 
end; 
  
end; 
end; 
end; 
end; 
  
end; 
end; 
end; 
end; 
  
end; 
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end; 
end; 
end; 
  
% figure(1) 
% mesh(Obj1_M1, Obj1_M2, MyResultsHolder) 
% title('Expected Seller Revenue vs Object a M1 and M2'); 
% xlabel('Object 1 M1'); 
% ylabel('Object 1 M2'); 
% zlabel('Seller Revenue'); 
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